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Verification
continues on
tax petition
By AMY WILSON
Start Writer

The purpose of the tax, according to the petition, is to provide
for the construction and necessary equipping of the new Calloway County Jail.
The new jail, which will be
located on North Fourth Street, is
currently under construction.

_Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey is making inroads on
verifying 3,271 signatures on petitions submitted by the Calloway
County Asociation of Concerned
Citizens.
"It is moving right along,"
Prior to the submission of the
Coursey said Thursday morning. petitions, the fiscal court had
"I have about 40 to 45 pages of planned to put the jail funding
signatures verified out of about question on the November ballot
300 to 400."
and allow the voters to determine
Coursey received the petitions whether they wanted an 8 cent
Monday when the citizens' group per S100 of assessed value ad
handed them to the Calloway valorem tax or a 9 cent insurance
County Fiscal Court.
premium tax.
The group has been collecting
Since the City of Murray
signatures since March 1 to
request that the fiscal court form already levies a 9.5 percent insura special taxing district which ance premium tax on its resishall have the authority to impose dents, city residents would not be
a special ad valorem tax of 8 included if the county imposed an
cents on each S100 worth of insurance premium tax.
property assessed for local taxation in the district.
• See Page 2

Proud Iowans
bike through
Calloway County
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
From the youngest participant, 10 year-old Emily Shay, to the
oldest, 78 year-old Noel Taylor, 300 Iowa ambassadors rolled into
Murray Wednesday during one of their 87 stops on the Iowa 150
Bike Ride.
The 150 Bike Ride, a 4,802-mile, 100 day trek through 15 states,
was originated by Chuck and Carla Offenburger as a way of promoting Iowa's 150th anniversary.
On Memorial Day weekend, the bikers began their journey on a
route that was scheduled to pass through some of America's greatest national landmarks, which included the Pacific Coast, San Francisco, Old Faithful in Yellowstone National Park, the Black Hills
and Mount Rushmore.
The ride, which also plans to pass through Nashville and on to
historic Gettysburg, is scheduled to be completed on the steps of

Vice president
slot open on
MSU campus
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
••••

BERNARD KANE/edger & Trmes photos

Bicyclists participating in the Iowa 150 Bike Ride prepare to leave
Murray (top left) as they continue their transcontinental tour to celebrate Iowa's 150th anniversary. (Above) Bob, Karl and Melissa
Freumd, all of Iowa, make final preparations on their three-seater
prior to leaving Thursday for Waverly, Tenn.
the Capitol in Washington, D.C., on Labor Day.
Chuck Offenburger, the "Iowa Boy" columnist for The Des
Moines Register, views the ride as an excellent way to call atten• See Page 2

for the position, the new vice
president's principal duties will
be to provide leadership and
management of the Office of
Institutional Advancement, which
includes the areas of development, alumni affairs, marketing,
university publications, public
information and special events.
In addition, this person will
oversee the staffing and operation
of the new 521 million Regional
Special Events Center presently
under construction.
Currently, MSU has two vice

Murray State University is
seeking a person to head its new
Office of Institutional
Advancement.
"This is a newly-created position that is being advertised in
the Chronicle on Higher Education," said Dr. Jim Booth, provost
and vice president for academic
and student affairs. "The creation
of this position recognizes and
carries to a new level the importance of fund raising in the
future."
According to the advertisement • See Page 2

Gilbert speaker at
Douglass reunion
Harold Gilbert, county commissioner of Sumner County,
Tenn., will return to his birthplace of Murray as the honored
guest speaker for the 1995 Douglass High School homecoming
banquet Friday night at 6 p.m. at
Murray State University's Curri
Center.
Gilbert, who was born in Murray
and spent much of his youth here, is
the grandson of the late landowners,
Pearl and George Washington
Walls and the late Joe and Sally
Gilbert. He has since gone on to
excel in the fields of education,
government and the entertainment
industry. Gilbert has completed
studies at Mississippi Valley State
University, The Academy for
Teachers of the Gifted, Tennessfp
State University and Trevecca Nazarene College in Nashville.
In addition to this training. Gilbert holds a Master's certificate in

mdi

HAROLD GILBERT
social work, a B.S. degree in music
education and is also certified in
special education.
Also an entrepreneur in the music

industry, Gilbert founded two companies, Hitsburgh Music Co. and
Southern City Records. During his
career as a musician and songwriter
he found success, penning many
songs for popular recording artists
and performing with his wife of 37
years, Jean. In the 1960s the
popular duo was known as "Hal n'
Jean." Together they toured with
many other prominent artists,
among them — Jackie Wilson,
Dionne Warwick, Curtis Mayfield,
The Impressions, The Chiffons and
countless others.
Gilbert is now largely involved
with county government and has
been so for several years. In
addition to his duties as a county
commissioner, he is a former magistrate/justice of the peace and serves
as the chairman of the committee on
committees of the Sumner County
• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE'i.dg. & T,,nes photo

TEAM CELEBRATION: Chuck Jackson, president of the Murray Shriners Club, listens as Joey
McDaniel and Austin Webb express their appreciation for the club's sponsorship of their baseball learn
prior to a dinner at the Shrines' clubhouse Wednesday
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Highway robbery investigated •Petition...
By JIM MAHANES
Start Writer
The Calloway County Shenff's
Department is investigating a
repon of an armed robbery that
occurred Wednesday on Highway
94.
According to Sheriff Stan
Scott, Tommy Eugene Hill Jr.
was westbound on Highway 94
when he stopped his delivery
truck to assist a stranded vehicle
parked on the side of the road.
Hill drives for G&L Supply
Company of Atwood, Tenn. and
has worked for the company for
three months. According to Scott,
Hill was on his way home from a
delivery in Cadiz.
"Mr. Hill said he saw a late

model '70s car with its flashers
• on and stopped to help," Scott
said.
Hill told Scott the car contained two men. He said one of
them got out of the car and
approached Hill saying he
couldn't sun the vehicle.
Scott said Hill and the man
went to the front of the car and
raised the hood while the other
man moved into the driver's seat
of the car.
While trying to start the vehicle, Hill said the first man produced a hand gun and asked for
his money.
"He said it was some kind of
automatic," Scott said.
After Hill allegedly gave the

man approximately SI45, he said
the man grabbed him by the arm
and took him toward the side of
the road.
The money belonged to the
supply company.
"Mr. Hill said he was told to
lie on the ground with his head
down, but when he looked up, he
said he saw the car drive off and
the man with the gun running
through a field.
Sheriff's deputies are looking
for two men described as "rough
looking," driving a rust color late
1970's model Ford Grenada with
out-of-state license plates.
Scott said anyone with information should call the Sheriff's
office.

•MSU...
FROM PAGE 1
presidents — Booth and John
Fitzgibbon, interim vice president
for university relations and administrative services.
"We used to have four vice
presidents before we went to two,
but we have all realized this was
a move toward efficiency," Booth
said. "Now we have simply outgrown it. I personally suppon the
four vice president model. I think
we need a vice president for student affairs."
Sandra Rogers, administrative
assistant to MSU President Dr.
Kern Alexander, said Alexander
wrote to members of the board of
regents about the idea after the
May board meeting.
"He discussed it with them and
received their support," Rogers

said. "There will be a wide array
of campus representation on the
search committee."
Review of the applications will
begin immediately and continue
until the position has been filled.
"To me, this is a logical move
because it separates the day-today operation from the broader
goal of raising millions of dollars
for the institutional mission,"
Booth said.
Most of the functions that the
new vice president will coordinate were previously handled by
Fitzgibbon, who will now focus
on other operations such as
finances, physical plant and
information systems.
"I feel very comfortable with
this move," Fitzgibbon said. "The
range of responsibilities in this
position (university relations and

administrative services) were
rather too broad. Creation of a
new position will allow the greater focus on other aspects from
this position."
Fitzgibbon said although he is
in an interim position, he doesn't
think Alexander plans to move
him within the near future.
Alexander was out of the
office and unavailable for
comment.
Applicants must also have at
least five years of full-time fundraising experience in a development office with specific experience in areas including direct solicitation, annual giving, major
and/or planned gifts, and/or a
capital campaign.
The salary will be competitive
and commensurate with education
and experience.

Lumber Build'

Board of Commissioners and has
previously chaired the Sumner
County Law Enforcement committee. In 1994-95 he was also vicechairman of the County Education
Committee, which oversaw a
budget of $81 million for the operation of the 33 Sumner County
schools located in Hendersonville,
Gallatin, Portland, Westmoreland
and White House, Tenn.

Reg. 2.79

28 pc. Assorted

Peg Hooks

As a civic leader. Gilbert has
served as the Tennecsee state director of Civil Liberties for the Improved Benevolent Protective Order of the Elks. In 1976, Gilbert
chaired the Union High homecoming committee based in Gallatin,
Tenn., which drew over 1,000 former students and graduates from 17
states. His efforts earned the first
graduating class of 1924, of which
all were living, perfect attendance.
A respected educator, Gilbert is a
resource specialist for the Sumner

County Board of Education and
most recently represented the educators of Tennessee at the National
Education Association Representative Assembly in Minneapolis,
Minn. He has served in such a
capacity at other assemblies held in
Los Angeles, Miami, Kansas City,
San Francisco, Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C.
The Gilberts have five children:
two daughters. Kimolin and
Kleetha, and three sons, Kenneth,
Keith and Damon.

•Iowans...
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FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4 wide door
8 x 8
8 x 12
8 x 16
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.
Assembled
'Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included'

are made by the judge/executive,
the nominees must be among
those citizens signing the peuuon
asking that the special district be
created.
'The taxing district will
include all of Calloway County,
which according to a 1990 census
report has a population of 30,735.
However, two local mayors
question the proposal.
"Personally, I would like to see
it on the ballot because I don't
think 3,000 signatures represent
all the voters in the county," said
Hazel Mayor Dan Farris. "I
would want the residents to
express their views on the ballot
rather than having to attend a
public hearing."
Farns said imposing an ad valorem tax would not impact Hazel
any differently than other parts of
the county.
"It is awfully confusing with
all the issues out there," he said.
"The residents ought to be able to
make their choices and they
should have clear options."
Farris also questioned the provision in the taxing district which
requires nominees to the board to
be from among those who signed
the petition.
"I don't think it is a prt.ri. 1five of a group of non-elected
people to dictate how the judge/
executive goes about discharging
his duties," Farris said. "There
are other members of the community who need to be
considered."
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry said
he thinks the question should be
placed on the ballot.
"They are asking the court to
pass something which would take
the voice away from the people,"
Cherry said. "The people would
have no say in it."

•Gilbert...
FROM PAGE 1

Prices Good Thns Aug. 15, 1995

Reg. 29.99

ty," said County Attorney David
Harnngton. "After the agencies
According to 1990 census figare notified, we will hold a public
ures from the Murray-Calloway
hearing 30 to 90 days after the
County Chamber of Commerce, receipt of the petition as an
of the tout population (30,735), opinion-gathenng session.
14,439 live in the city. That
"The fiscal court then has 30
days to approve Of disapprove the
leaves 16,296 residents in the
formation of this taxing district,"
county.
Of those people, based on Nov. Harrington said.
8, 1994 figures from the clerk's
In addition to the signatures,
office, there are 8,129 registered the group presented a plan of servoters in the city and 10,128 in
vice for the taxing district, which
the county.
is required by statute.
Because those signing the petiThat plan outlined several protion have to be registered voters, visions to be included in the taxCoursey is required to check the
ing district such as:
signatures with his voting
'The detention facility should
registration book.
contain adequate space for the
"I have the signatures in front sheriff's department.
of me and I have to check what
•A certified corrections consulday each individual signed and
tant should determine the most
see if he signed the petition as a
cost efficient means of meeting
registered voter," Coursey said. the future needs of the county,
"I am pulling individual voting
the best site for locating these
cards if I find duplicate names
facilities and the most efficient
such as two Cindy Smiths."
means of financing the construcSo far, Coursey said he has
tion of these facilities.
only found two individuals who
•A licensed architect should be
signed the petition prior to regishired to design the facilities, a
tenng to vote.
qualified local contractor should
"Those two will have to be disoversee the construction and local
allowed," he said. "I would like
subcontractors should be used
to have this done in about 10
whenever possible.
days. I have spent three to five
*The board of the taxing dishours each day working on the
trict will consult with the correcverification."
tions department on the most
When the citizens' group subcost-effective means of financing
mitted the petition to the fiscal
the project.
court, County Judge/Executive
•The board will seek all sourJ.D. Williams said he would need
ces of revenue and apply for
to seek advice from the county
every state grant relating to the
attorney.
financing of detention facilities.
"According to what we have
•The tax will be removed and
been able to determine, we will
the district will be dissolved
have to notify different state
when the debt incurred by conagencies such as the State & Locstructing and equipping the proal Debt Office and the Purchase
ject is paid.
Area Development District, as
•When appointments to the
well as the cities within the councommunity improvement board
FROM PAGE 1
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tion to the state's birthday.
Offcnburger, who has cohosted the RAGBRAI (Register's
Annual Great Bicycle Ride
Across Iowa) for the past 13
years, originally envisioned the
ride consisting of himself, his
wife, Carla, and a few friends,
but entry was limited to 300
when one of Offenburger's columns about the event drew an
overwhelming response from
residents.
With an estimated cost of $1.4
million, the event took nearly two
years worth of planning and features a group of riders with an
average age of 52.
The ride brings together a wide
range of careers from doctors and
lawyers to school teachers and
tactory workers. It also includes a

pair of bikers from Germany and
Australia.
During day 74 of their journey,
the riders traveled from Cairo, Ill.
to Murray, where they stopped
for the night at Hester Hall on the
Murray State University campus.
While in Murray, a portion of
the group was invited to visit one
of the city's local businesses.
Bob Stillwell, of Cain's Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, Jeep and
Eagle, stopped to converse with a
group of bikers on their way into
town and invited them to the car
dearlership Thursday morning,
where he presented them with Tshirts.
"By accident, I bumped into a
group of them coming into
town," he said. "They were very
nice folks who were very proud
of their state."
From Murray, the riders are
scheduled to travel to Waverly,
Tenn., where a celebration is
planned to mark day 75 of the
trip.
Biker Gary Ludington from
Atlantic, Iowa said he has
enjoyed the trip from his bicycle.
"It's a challenge," he said.
"That's one of the main reasons I
wanted to go. It is a nice way to
see the country from 10 or 12
miles an hour."
Mason City, Iowa's John
McGregor, the second oldest rider on the trip at, said a ride
across the country has been a
lifelong dream of his.
"I've reached a stage where I
have been retired and wanted to
do this," he said. "This has been

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

a dream of mine, but I never figured I could do it. It's something
that I can truly savor."
Although most of the bikers on
the trip are from Iowa, people
from other states have also joined
in the effort to help promote the
anniversary.
Murray and Stephanie Smith
from Arizona joined the group
because they wanted to see other
parts of the country.
"This is something Murray has
always wanted to do," said Stephanie. "It is a once in a lifetime
opportunity."
Susy Howar, a student from
Boise, Idaho, said her father read
about the bike ride in The Des
Moines Register and wanted to
make the trip.
"We wanted to see the country
and what it was like in other
places," she said. "You can take
in a lot more from a bicycle than
from the passengers seat of a
vehicle."
Noble Irving, a self-employed
electrical engineer from Seattle
who was raised in Des Moines,
postponed his career temporarily
to participate in the ride.
"I've always wanted to ride
from coast to coast," he said. "It
is a challenge. I've always liked
looking at the country and exercising. So it just all came
together on this trip."
After participating in the state
bike ride a number of times, Joan
Weidman from Hawkeye, Iowa
said she wanted to ride to other
places.
"I just wanted to keep going,"
she said. "I just love to ride and
the friends you make just make it
that more (-movable
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Jerry Garcia (1942-1995) ls'
AREUSE THE NEWS."
Imiur RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER.1114,

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Even with more than a touch of
gray, Jerry Garcia was a potbellied, frizzy-haired symbol of
youth gone wild.
When the leader of the Grateful Dead died of a heart attack
Wednesday at 53, a way of life
may have passed for legions of
nomadic fans who followed Garcia's rock group everywhere and
hoped his long, strange musical
trip of peace and love would live
forever.
"The major part of my life just
died," said a woman who gave
her name only as Becca. "We
were going to do fall tour, and
now there's nothing."
The steady beat of drums rose
over tourist traffic in San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury district,
the center of a psychedelic 1960s
counterculture that Garcia and the
Grateful Dead came to represent.
A single red rose was tied to a
tree at 710 Ashbury, the birthplace of the band in 1964. A
simple white sign propped up on
the sidewalk read: Jerry G. —
R.I.P.
"He really had no equal," Bob
Dylan said in a statement. "To
me he wasn't only a musician
and a friend, he was more like a
big brother who taught and
showed me more than he'll ever
know."
The guitarist, composer and
singer died in bed at a drug rehab
center in suburban Mann County,
said Dennis McNally, the band's
publicist and historian. Garcia
had a history of drug abuse, but
recently had been trying to clean
up and lose weight.
Many have tried to explain the
appeal of Garcia, a portly, shaggy
man who was an uneven performer, especially in recent years.

Dr. Sidney Weissman, professor of psychiatry at Loyola University Medical Center near Chicago, said Garcia was able to
capture the angst of the Vietnam
War era, and in a larger sense the
struggle of growing up.
"Whether you were 18 or 16
going through it or 40 and still
going through it, he was aware of
that pain," he said.
Bob Weir, who launched the
Dead with Garcia, dedicated his
concert Wednesday night in New
Hampshire to his old friend.
"It's a big loss for the world
and anyone who loves music,"
said a red-eyed Weir. "His life
was far more a ()teasing for all of
us ... Perhaps if we're going to
dwell on anything, we should
dwell on that."
But perhaps those most

tt HAIL DAMAGE
Repair
PAINTLESS
Dent Removal
affected by Garcia's death were
the diehard fans known as Deadheads. Despite the group's rare
recordings (its last studio album
was "Built to Last" in 1989) the
ragtag army made the band a top
concert draw into the 1990s.
"Jerry was the persona of what
Deadheads were all about. He
was this cute, fat old guy with a
beard, you know, he looked like
somebody's grandfather, but
when he got on stage to sing to
20,000 kids, everyone would
understand it," said guitar teacher Jon Dindas.
Garcia's appeal also reached
businessmen in BMWs and Vice
President Al Gore, In Massachusetts, 50-year-old Republican
Gov. William F. Weld, an unabashed fan, wore a black ribbon
and called Garcia's death "a loss
to both my generation and my
children's."
"More than any one song it
was just the consistently mellow
approach they took to everything,
life as well as music," Weld
said.
Garcia branched out in later
years, designing silk ties, men's
shirts and wetsuits. The hippie
capitalists at Ben & Jerry's even
named a flavor of ice cream
Cherry Garcia for the man they
said inspired their business
philosophy.
"The Grateful Dead has truly

become something," Garcia told
The Associated Press in 1992. "I
don't know exactly what we are.
But on a good night, it's still
really fun — really fun. Even for
In concert, Garcia was either
spotty or spectacular. On occasion he forgot lyrics or strained
to hit high notes in some slowtempo standards such as "Sugaree" and "Ship of Fools."
But. his intricately improvised
guitar solos breathed new life
into even overworked numbers,
sending dancing Deadheads into
paroxysms of glee.
"It might be one of the last
great spontaneous bands — people who were not afraid to experiment as they were doing it. This
was not pre-recorded music,"
folk singer Arlo Guthrie said.
Jerome John Garcia was born
Aug. 1, 1942, in San Francisco,
the son of a Spanish-born swingband leader.
Garcia is survived by his third
wife, filmmaker Deborah Koons
Garcia, and four daughters:
Heather, 32, Annabelle, 25, Teri!
sa, 21 and Keelin, 6.
Funeral arrangements were not
immediately disclosed.

arts show, "Share The Vision," and
is on display at the clinic here in
Hopkinsville.
The tapestries are woven on the
simple frame loom and are crafted
from sheep and llama wool, cotton,
sisal, hemp and other natural fibers.
The actual weaving process is done
with the fingers due to the thickness
of the wool. In her weavings, she
uses carded but unspun wool. After
rinsing and drying in the sun, she
dyes some of the wool with plant
matter(herbs, leaves, bark,or roots)
which she gathers herself.
Lately, she has been collaborating with the accomplished and pub
fished poet, Malcom Glass. Glass
will write poems inspired by her
tapestries, and likewise, she will
weave tapestries inspired by his
poems.
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Free Estimates • Insurance Approved
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Recommended By The New
Car Dealers of Murray

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

753-5050
12th & Glendale • Murray
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Have You Tried Our Sampler Plate?

Local fiber artist
to display weavings
Local fiber artist, Anette Lusher,
is displaying her tapestries at the
Murray Art Guild now through
September. Her hand-woven wall
hangings portray contemporary
scenes and abstract ideas.
Lusher has been weaving since
January, 1994 and has been offering
her artwork for just over one year.
She is a member of the Murray Art
Guild, the Hopkinsville Art Guild,
the Clarksville Weavers Guild, the
Tennessee Art League, and the
Paducah Art Guild. Her artwork has
been shown here recently at 1st City
Bank and Trust, 1st Federal Bank
(with the Hopkinsville Art Guild
Show), and she was featured at the
Pennyroyal Area Museum during
the months of January and February. Her tapestry, "Winter Night,"
won the Troyer Clinic Purchase
Award at the Madisonville visual
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FROM OUR READERS
Vehicles' assessed values too high
Dear Editor:
Recently, I came home from work and went to the mailbox to find two
postcards reminding me that it is tax and license renewal time. I was
amazed to find that my car, which I bought last year, now a year and
12,000 miles later, is worth almost a thousand dollars more than I gave
for it
My 1986 Chevy S-10 with no air, no power, and not much paint, is
worth as much as I paid for it in 1988. There is no way that I could sell it
for half of the assessed value. I believe the theory is squeeze the taxpayer
a little harder this year because he might have a couple of bucks left over
from last year. I guess I had heifer take a deep breath, because I will get
squeezed again after the election in November, one way or the other.
An unhappy taxpayer,
P.S. - These vehicles are for sale at the assessed values.
Adrian B. Cloys
Rt. 2, Box 299A, Murray, Ky. 42071

Tobacco costs outweigh benefits
Dear Editor:
I am not a person prone to writing letters, but this will be the second
time in the last year of my 50 years of life that! have felt compelled to do
so. Every time I read some article in the news promoting the use of or
expounding on the economic benefits of tobacco; I just have to rebut.
First, let me go on record as being against any price support paid for by
the taxpayer regardless of whether he/she agrees with it. I especially
disagree with supporting an addictive drug that is responsible for the
deaths of so many thousands of people. I am further turned off by the
tobacco industry when officials of large companies stand up before
Congress and swear before God and country that tobacco is not harmful
to your health.
There is enough evidence presented by the medical community
linking tobacco to various deadly diseases that no one of average
intelligence could deny it. These officials who argue otherwise, in my
mind,ought to be prosecuted for purgery. Tohaeco companies allegedly
target the younger people in their advertisements. They use symbols that
suggest that it is "cool" to smoke and this will put you in the in crowd.
True or not, I think that most people do get hooked on tobacco when they
are young and are irnmulating their peers or adults they look up to.
Secondly, let us address the economic issues. Yes, tobacco is a large
economic force in many of the southeastern states and supports a large
contingency of lobbyists in Washington who pressure our law makers
into passing price supports to make tobacco profitable. Let's get rid of all
price supports and let the industry stand on its own if it can.
Another factor in the economic scheme of things is the effect that
tobacco has on the cost of health insurance and medical care. Businesses
today struggle to provide health care benefits for their employees, even
with a contribution from the employees themselves. Companies lose
untold amounts of dollars to the between break "smoke breaks." It is
hard to remain competitive when you are paying people to ruin their
health.
To summarize, the costs far outweight the benefits of the tobacco
industry and the American people are fast figuring this out. The smart
farmer will be looking for an alternative crop to replace a hopefully
dying industry. Tobacco can't die quickly enough for me and this is one
funeral I will be happy to attend if I don't die of secondary smoke
inhalation first.
Joe Fetters
608 Tanglewood, Murray, Ky. 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 27 — The News, Greenville, S.C., on the ATF:
Partisan political infighting is obscuring the cntical point of a
congressional probe into the conduct of officials of the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.
The ATF is under scrutiny for its bloody assault on the Branch
Davidian compound in Waco, Texas; the role its agents may have
played in a reportedly racist law enforcement outing; and other
incidents that suggest this component of our federal government is
essentially out of control.
Unfortunately, the attempt to answer the question of whether federal law enforcement agents are acting under professional direction
is competing in Washington with partisan efforts to depict the ATF
as a victim of gun-control opponents and right-wing extremists.
The political sniping makes it appear that the Waco hearings are
about gun control, the National Rifle Association and militia
groups, instead of the performance of the ATF in a military-style
attack that resulted in the deaths of four ATF agents and six Branch
Davidians and produced a 51 -day standoff that ended in the deaths
of 80 members of the religious sect. ...
It's not at all clear why the federal government needs a separate
law enforcement agency to regulate the sale of liquor, cigarettes
and firearms.
July 26 — Tribune Chronicle, Warren, Ohio, on air safety:
Would you still watch TV on a set from the 1960s — no remote
control, no stereo sound, no digital controls? Of course not.
Nor would you want a 1960s vintage computer in your home or
office. ...
Yet, air traffic controllers are still using IBM 9020E computers
from the 1960s. A National Transportation Safety Board report several weeks ago said IBM no longer makes parts or provides maintenance support for those dinosaurs.
It's no wonder the computer that regulates air traffic around Chicago has broken down five times in the last year. It's old and worn
out. And the backup system is even older. It dates back to the
1950s.
Efforts are being made to put air traffic control equipment on a
fast track. That certainly ought to be done. If new computers can
arrive sooner, everyone will be better off.

FORUM
A welfare opening for Clinton?
WASHINGTON (AP) — Welfare as we know it was supposed
to be ending soon, but that slogan
is no match for the rivalries stalling the Republican Senate. That
may be an opening for President
Clinton, who is promising to
change the system whether Congress acts or not. '
Embroiled in presidential and
congressional politics, efforts to
remodel the whole system are on
hold until September, with
pledges but no guarantees of
action then.
Clinton already had said he
will use his executive powers to
make major changes in the system. "We don't have to wait for
Congress to go a long way toward ending welfare as we know it,
we can build on what we've
already done," he told the
nation's governors on July 31,
after they had heard Sen. Bob
Dole, the majority leader, urge
his version of welfare reform.
At that point, Dole, R-Kan.,
was saying he'd hold the Senate
in session, scuttling recess plans
for weeks, in order to get a welfare overhaul through. But he
acknowledged that without the 60
votes it would take to shut off
debate at some point, "we'll
probably have to decide it cannot
pass."
After two days of debate and
dispute, Dole decided on Tuesday
to shelve the bill until after Labor
Day, while he tries to build support for his bill to undo the current federal system and turn con-

are few more politically charged
issues, as he demonstrated when
he campaigned on this one in
1992.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

And while Clinton urges congressional action, it serves his
political purpose now to demonstrate that he can and will act himself, with executive orders and
rulings.
Clinton has promised the governors federal approval within 30
days for state welfare reforms
that:

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
trol, and funds, over to states,
with far fewer Washington strictures on how they handle it.
Dole said the Senate could
have worked all night all week
without getting a final vote. He
said there were Democratic signals that it wouldn't be possible.
"The problem is that the
Democrats have been filibustering every bill," said Sen. On-in
Hatch, R-Utah.
But Republicans had their own
differences, with conservatives
insisting on more stringent rules
to deny cash welfare to teen-age
mothers and immigrants who are
not citizens, and to prevent
increases for babies born to
women already on welfare, provisions like those the House swiftly
approved more than four months
ago. And other Republicans want
more liberal provisions on child
care benefits to go along with the
requirement that welfare recipients go to work, at least half of
them by 2000.
The bill bole drafted in an
effort at ReOublican consensus
also would liMit welfare benefits
to two years at a stretch, no more
than five years in a lifetime. It

also would freeze federal welfare
grants to the states at 1994 levels.
He had 33 Republicans backing his bill, and said he hoped
almost all of the 54 GOP senators
will be on board before the
Senate goes on vacation at the
end of the week. That would take
changes to placate conservatives,
among them his presidential campaign rival, Sen. Phil Gramm of
Texas, who has his own welfare
proposal.

—Require welfare recipients to
go to work, while providing child
care so they can.
—Limit the duration of welfare
benefits, and deny them to people
who turn down jobs.
—Force delinquent fathers to
pay child support.
—Require teen-age mothers to
live at home and stay in school.
—Permit states to pay the cash
equivalent of welfare and food
stamp costs as wage subsidies to
employers who hire people off
welfare rolls.
He said he hoped such moves
would spur Congress to act, "but
we don't have to wait for them,
and we shouldn't."

But a turn toward the right will
stiffen the resistance of Democrats, who want more funding for
child care and job training, along
with a requirement that states
maintain their welfare budgets at
present levels.
Dole said if there is no action
on a separate welfare bill, he will
put it into the massive budget bill
that Congress is supposed to pass
by Oct. 1.
Clinton said he is going ahead
with "real welfare reform."
"It is time to put partisanship
and politics aside," he said, urging the Senate to take swift
action in September. But there

EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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EDITOR IAL
The Independent, Ashland
Here's a negative statistic which, at first glance, may seem a bit
surprising: Kentucky led the nation with 28 tractor-related deaths in
1994.
But when one considers the major causes of tractor fatalities, it is
easier to understand why this state has so many — and why it is so
difficult to convince many Kentucky farmers to take the steps
necessary to reduce their chances of dying in a tractor accident.
Terrain is a major factor in tractor-related deaths. A tractor is far
more likely to overturn on a Kentucky hillside than on the flat
plains of Iowa and Nebraska. More than anything else, that
explains why more Kentuckians die in tractor accidents than in
farm states with far more tractors. Twenty-three of the 28 deaths in
Kentucky last year were a result of the tractor rolling over on the
operator.
Another factor is the size of Kentucky's farms and the age of its
tractors. Because so many Kentucky farms are small, farmers cannot afford to spend thousands of dollars for a new tractor equipped

with all the safety features.
All tractors built since 1985 have required roll bars, but the average age of tractors involved in fatal accidents in Kentucky in 1994
was 23 years, and the Kentucky Farm Bureau reported in 1994 that
the average age of tractors in the state is 28 years. The cost of
installing rollbars and other safety equipment on older tractors is
considered prohibitive by many farmers.
Ideally, tractors should be equipped with both rollbars and seat
belts. In fact a seat belt without a rollbar may actually increase the
odds of being killed in a tractor accident, while rollbars without
seat belts will not provide the maximum protection.
While even the knowledge that Kentucky leads the nation in tractor fatalities is not likely to cause many farmers to install safety
features on their old tractors, there is no good excuse for failing to
properly maintain the vehicles. Eight — or one-third — of the tractor fatalities in Kentucky last year were caused by faulty brakes.
It's dangerous enough to operate a tractor on Kentucky's hillsides without compounding the problem with poor maintenance.

CAL'S TIIOUGIITS

Cal Thomas
hood civic center. Attempts would fitability to the rapidly merging
be made to settle the dispute before media networks would be immense.
the conflict becomes violent. If the The War Television Network
parties refuse a peaceful settlement (WTN) would compete on cable
and want to fight, they would be with CNN, ESPN, The Comedy
airlifted to the War Zone (at their Channel, Discovery and A & E.
own expense) where they could
shoot, stab, bomb or do anything Why should viewers have to settle
else they and their friends wanted to for old World War II footage on the
Arts & Entertainment Network
do to their enemies. Only those
determined to fight would be al- when they could have "live from the
War Zone" the latest conflict shown
lowed to. There would be no room
for innocent noncombatants. For by day in glorious and bloody color
fighters who like to rape women and by evening through night-visduring warfare, prostitutes would be ion camera lenses? War corresponprovided and premium rates dents Peter Arnett and Christiane
Amanpour would have jobs for life.
charged under rules governing
"combat pay."
The commercial possibilities
The entertainment value and pro- would be lucrative. Manufacturers
•

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We prim
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters mat be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
8t,iiimes, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071,
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could advertise. Public service
announcements would be included
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What better way to raise awareness
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The war zone
The world's impotence in the face
of aggression by the Bosnian Serbs
demands an alternative to the
threats, press releases and endless
meetings of officials that are producing ridicule and fueling the
resolve of the Serbs to continue their
genocide. The United Nations has
proved inept at "peacekeeping" in
the Balkans, even in its so-called
"safe zones." The Clinton Administration doesn't know what to do.
Congress wants to lift the arms
embargo and allow the Bosnian
Muslims to better defend themselves.
Clearly a better way must be
found, not only for ending the
Bosnian madness but also for addressing similar conflicts, now and
in the future.
It came to me, in a moment of
inspiration, while driving along a
mountain road in Maine last week.
The world should create a War Zone
— a kind of massive boxing ring in
which nations, ethnic groups, religious fanatics and even street criminals could settle their differences
and kill each other in a controlled
environment. Why should innocent
people be subjected to the idiocies
of religious, ethnic, racial and economic conflict? Most people would
just as soon see war conducted far
away from their homes,families and
Properly.
Here's the way it would work.
When tensions escalate, spokesper.
sons for the disputing parties(political leaders, militia commanders,
religious gurus or gang leaders)
would be summoned to a meeting.
It could be held in a government or
religious building, or in a neighbor-

Reviva
in progre
the Rev.
Balentine
p.m. eat

Since events within the War Zone
would be carried by satellite, other
goons around the world could measure the effectiveness of weapons
and consider which ones to use
when their time in the War Zone
arrives. "Not in my back yard"
would take on a new and more
positive meaning.
Establishing the War Zone would
mean that American troops would
no longer be dragged into dangerous and endless conflicts over
someone else's grievance(unless we
choose to enter the War Zone for our
Violent crime
own purposes).
would be greatly reduced. Anyone
who refused to play by the rules
would be immediately arrested and
sent to the War Zone to end up as
collateral damage.
Sound crazy? What could be
crazier than the stupidity and inhumanity with which people now
maim and kill the innocent with
sniper fire and other random acts of
brutality? Let the killers kill each
other. Let the rest of us live and love
in peace. The only question is
where to put the War Zone. Any
volunteers?
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• Birthday is celebrated

JO'S DATEBOOK
4

Clint Wilson celebrated his
first birthday on April 28. A party was held at his home with the
theme being "Lion King."
Attending were faniih and
friends.
Clint is the son of Russ and
Cindy Wilson and the brother of
Dustin Wilson,7, of Hazel.
Grandparents are Brooks Gibson and Peggy Gibson of Hazel,
Annette Wilson of Murray, and
the late Bobby Wilson. A greate
grandfather is Osro Butterworth
of Mtlf-Tdy.
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Asbury Cemetery Day Saturday
The annual Asbury Day memorial services and potluck picnic will
be Saturday, Aug. 12, at the cemetery, located on A.A. Berry Road,
north of Coldwater in Calloway County. A memorial service will be
at 11 a.m. followed by a short business meeting of Asbury Association. Everyone interested in the oeoole and history of the site is
invited to attend the fund-raising event for cemetery upkeep. Each
one should bring picnic foods, eating utensils and lawn chairs, and
also a card table or TV trays for the picnic. For information call
489-2828 or 753-5716.

Fringe Benefits

Fish supper at lodge Saturday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will serve its
fish benefit supper on Saturday, Aug. 12. Serving will start at 4 p.m.
at the lodge building, Highway 121 North at Johnny Robertson Road
North. The $5 ticket contribution for the fish supper will go towards
the building fund of the lodge building. The public is invited to
attend the fund-raising event, a lodge member said.

Pier1imporis

Wranglers' open show Saturday
Wranglers Riding Club will sponsor its monthly open horse show
on Saturday, Aug. 12, at 6 p.m. at the club, located 2Vi miles east of
Murray on Van Cleave Road off Highway 94 East. Featured will be
33 classes. For more information call Gary Ahart, 437-4838, or Kenneth Conner, 37-4763.

•• Special celebration Sunday
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 Veterans of Foreign Wars Ladies
Auxiliary invites all veterans to join the groups on Sunday, Aug. 13,
from 6 to 7 p.m. for a picnic supper with their families at pool pavilion at Murray-Calloway County Park. The groups will be celebrating VJ Day, 50 years ago, Aug. 14, 1945, the actual surrender day
by Japan. After the meal, a Taps ceremony saluting those who gave
their lives in the war will be held at 7 p.m. All picnic items will be
provided.

Fire District No. 5 will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 will meet Sunday,
Aug. 13, at 3:30 p.m. at the No. 5 station near Kirksey. The public is
invited.

New Jenny Ridge holding revival
Revival services at New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church are now
in progress and will continue through Friday, Aug. 18. Speakers are
the Rev. Robert Prescott, the Rev. Robert Brown and the Rev. Elijah
Balentine. Services will be at 10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday and at 7
p.m. each evening.

Holland reunion is scheduled
Descendants of Daniel Holland will meet Sunday, Aug. 13, from 2
to 5 p.m. for a reunion in the Garden Room of Kenlake State Park
Hotel. Dinner will be served at 5 p.m. in the dining room of the
hotel. For more information call Mary Goodwin, 753-7817.

Vinson reunion on Sunday
The annual Vinson family reunion will be Sunday, Aug. 13, at
Paris Landing State Park Lodge. Seating for dinner will begin
around 1 p.m. All family and friends are welcome to attend.

Ed Downs Cemetery meeting Saturday
A meeting at Ed Downs Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes will
be Saturday, Aug. 12, at 8 a.m. A potluck meal will be served at
noon near Buffalo Ranch. For more information call 436-5456.

United Way Golf Classic Saturday
United Way Kick-Off Golf Classic will be Saturday, Aug. 12, at
Miller Memorial Golf Course. Registration will be $75 per team or
$37.50 per individual. A Hole-in-One contest on 9th and 18th holes
with prizes being a Thunderbird or Eddie Vauer pickup truck. To
register or for more information call Susan White, 753-0317.

Chestnut Grove plans homecoming
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday, Aug. 13. The Rev. A. Taylor, pastor of
Puryear Missionary Baptist Church, will be the speaker at 2 p.m.
service. The Rev. Robert Washum, pastor, invites the public to
attend.

Writers' Potpourri changed
Writers' Potpourri has been changed to Saturday, Aug. 19, at 9:30
a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. This is from its regular
time on second Saturday. Gladys Jarrett, director, will be vacationing Alaska with her daughter and family at the regular time of the
meeting.

North Council meeting Monday
North Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Monday, Aug. 14, at 1 p.m.
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Boys & Girls, Ages 3 & Up
•Tap-Ballet-Pointe 'Jazz-Acrobatics •Recreational Equipment
'Beam, Bar, Vault •Cheerleading
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Corner of S. 9th Ext.
& Fairlane
Register 753-4647
*39 Years Teaching Experience *5 Qualified Instructors
*AMF Gymastics Equipment *Complete Line Dance Supplies
*Member of: SADM, CNADM, DEA, USGF & ASCAP
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Perm Specials -18.00
Ask For Michelle

Mr. and Mrs. Van Pittman

Pier I Imports is pleased
Elizabeth
have
to
Marquardt, bride-elect of
Andy Hicks,join our bridal
registry by choosing decorative accessories.

Porter-Pittman vows
said at local church
Mr. and Mrs. John Porter of Newburgh, Ind., and Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Pittman of Rt. 4, Murray, announce the marriage of their
daughter and son, Elizabeth Anne Porter and Van Pittman.
The ceremony was performed on Friday, May 12, 1995, at New
Concord Church of Christ. Bob Haley officiated at the ceremony said
in the presence of the immediate families.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lois Springer and the late
Prentice Springer of Morganfield and of Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Por
ter of Evansville, Ind.
The groom is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ojis G. Falwell of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Pittman of New Concord.
Mrs. Pittman is a graduate of Harrison High School, Evansville, and
received a Bachelor of Science degree in Print Management from
Murray State University in May 1995. She is presently pursuing a
Master's degree in Occupational Safety and Health at Murray State.
Mr. Pittman, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is currently a senior majoring in Agribusiness Economics at Murray State
University.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Pittman are residing on Rt. 4, Murray, where
they are associated with Falwell-Pittman Farms.
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Remove fine lines,
facial scars & acne.
See newer, healthier
skin NOW!
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money

UPS

M-F 9 a.m.4 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 pan. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
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Singles plan dance on Saturday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor a dance on
Saturday, Aug. 12, from 7:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Joe Creason Center at
Benton City Park. Admission will be $5 and each one is asked to
bring snacks to share. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Janice,
474-8774, Marlene, 753-2350,

JEWELERS
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Only
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Month
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Access The Investment Expertise
Of Goldman Sachs With Valuable
Tax and Estate Benefits.

Ag:01?)
One Carat*
One Month Only!
One Low Price!
ref. $699

We'd like to introduce you to a new investment
opportunity — the Protective Variable Annuity. This
annuity is noteworthy because of its management.
The Protective Variable Annuity utilizes investment
management by Goldman Sachs Asset Management and its affiliates, divisions of Goldman, Sachs
& Co. These are the same portfolio managers who
manage over $50 billion for institutions and private
investors around the world.

$748
ref. $1,199
$21 a Monti'

The Protective Variable Annuity will help you
maximize the growth potential of your retiremew
assets by combining the benefits of professiona.
management from Goldman Sachs with the advantages of tax deferral, non-taxable portfolio transfers,
tax-advantaged income options and estate benefits.
With a minimum investment of $2,000 you can
access the expertise of Goldman Sachs as well as
discover valuable tax and estate benefits. For more
information about the Protective Variable Annuity,
please calf:
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Kirksey-area seniors plan luncheon

By BEN G
Public Libra

The Kirksey-area Senior Citizens Group shill meet Monday, Aug.
14, at Kirksey United Methodist Chun:h A potluck luncheon will
begin at noon Guest speaker will be John Emerson from the Murray
Civitan Club. All senior adults in the Karksey community are invited
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Ladies' Dress &
Casual Shoes
1st Pair
Regular Price
2nd Pair...

were, from left, Laurie Jo Parker, Keni Turner and Justin Paschall, all of
Calloway County.

Local teens participate

Factory Discount
Shoes

The fourth annual area CocaCola Talent Classic competition
was held recently at Eddyville
Factory Outlet Mall.
Young people between the
es of 13 and 21 competed in
veral categories and reprented many towns throughout
th region.
peting were the following
C
noway County teens:
three

Open Mon Sat 96 i Yndays id 8)
Sundays 1-6

753-9419

100 S. 5th St.

1113,ACIF 1E0 SC11-1CCIL
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Laurie Jo Parker sang in the
Female Solo category and performed an original song entitled
"Love Still Grows," which was
created in the studios of Mike
Jones here in Murray.
Keni Turner and Justin Paschall
performed the song, "You're the
One That I Want," and competed
in Vocal Duo, placing first place
and receiving a $25 cash price in

Piellimports
BRIDAL
REGISTRY

Brian Furches, John Kopperud, Lucas Miller, Houston Nutt,
Casey Darnell, Garrett Darnell and Scott Holt

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to
have Leigh Walker, brideelect of Johnny Rains,join
our bridal registry by
choosing decorative accessories.

BOY'S DEPARTMENT
Nautica • Tommy Hilfiger• • Guess' • Girbauci•

15%

ar an Cow
nicknames it
parts and an
is likely to
run-of-th
delinquent.
Once, wit

i-drticipating in the Coca-Cora Talent Classic Compeition at Eddyville

OFF

CornAlin

University Plaza • Chestnut St,
753-1851

that category.
The Top Five vote-getters in
this preliminary competition won
the right to perform at the Kentucky State Fair in the semi-finals
of the Coca-Cola Talent Classic
in August. Jim Freeland, general
manager of WCBL Radio Station,
Benton, was emcee for the event
at Eddyville.

Registration
to be Tuesday
Murray Preschool/Head
The
Start program will hold registration
on Tuesday, Aug. 15, from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m.,for the 1995-96 school year.
Registration will be held on the first
floor of the Special Education
Building at Murray State University. All persons whose children
will attend this program, including
returning students, must attend registration. New applications will
also be taken at this time.
The Murray Preschool/Head
Start program is a nationally accredited program serving three and
four year old children. It is a
comprehensive program providing
preschool education, health services, social services and parent
involvement opportunities. Eligibility is determined by guidelines
from the federally funded Head
Start program and the Kentucky
Education Reform Act (KERA).
The program also offers a tuition
option to those students not meeting
State or Federal guidelines.
Families who have not already
provided the following information
must bring it with them to registration: proof of income, birth certificate, immunization and TB certificates, hemoglobin results, physical
results, and social security numbers
of all family members.
For more information about registration, please call 762-3262.

SUBSCRIBE

Laura Lenise Hamlet
and Jayson Daniel Stahler

Hamlet-Stahler vows
will be said Sept. 23
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McConnell of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Laura Lenise Hamlet, to
Jayson Daniel Stahler, son of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Stahler III of

Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Vester Faircloth of Murray
and the late Anna Faircloth of Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hubble
and Mr. and Mrs. James H. Stahler Jr. of Murray.
Miss Hamlet is a 1994 graduate of Murray High School and a 1995
graduate of Murray Practical School of Nursing Program. She is presently employed as a Licensed Practical Nurse at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
Mr. Stahler is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He is self-employed now with Stahler Custom Welding and Trailer
Works.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 23, 1995, at 2 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the social hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

CCHS 1965 class plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1965 is finalizing plans
for its 30-year reunion on Sept. 1 and 2. "Classmates Only" will be
Friday, Sept. 1, at 7 p.m. at North Branch of Peoples Bank of Murray. Saturday events will be a brunch at 10 a.m. at Shoney's, and a
social hours at 6 p.m. followed by dinner and dance at Murray
Country Club. For reservations or questions call Virginia Herndon,
753-4816, or Gracie Holland, 753-7258.
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First Christian
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Aug. 7, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs Brandy Lemaster and baby girl,
and Mrs Bobbi Black and baby boy,
Benton;
Robert Green, Paris, Tenn , Steven

Burton, Redford. Mich .
Mrs. Dorothy Sweeney, Mrs Leah
Parrish. Mrs. Pauline Lester, Mrs Darla Hill,
Mrs Melissa Sanders and baby girl,
Miss Evelyn Cole, Mrs Elsie Thurman,
Everett Senseman,
Miss Heidi Wolf, Keith Kennedy,
Mrs. Mary Sinclair, and Mrs Kay
Routh, all of Murray.
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zMYERS umber Co.
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A Complete Starter
Kitchen* For Only '495.00

2.59
Breakfast BE

Sonhah,

'7.99

'5.29

You can start saving today when
you buy this Richwood starter kitchen
by Kitchen Kompact. These genuine
wood cabinets feature solid oak door
frames and drawer fronts, self-closing
doors, adjustable wall cabinet
shelves, and Kitchen Kompact's exclusive family proof finish.
Come see for yourself. We'll show
you how to get started on a new
kitchen for less!
'Starter kitchen includes: 2-18'
wide wall cabinets, 2-18" wide base
cabinets, 1-36" wide sink cabinets.
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LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES

law, Turner attacked a dairy cow,

Public Library Director

knocking it senseless. He carved
a steak from the cow, ate it without benefit of fire, and drove the
injured cow back into the herd.
On another occasion, a strom
blew down the Turner's fence
and let a neighbor's cattle into
their field. The Turners shot the
cattle. The neighbor left the
county.
EIS was an energetic lad, murdering, raping, terrorizing the
neighborhood and on one
instance, burning down the courthouse in broad daylight.
He was eventually imprisoned
for his excesses and when paroled he went with his son to
Washington state where he either
had a stroke and fell into the fireplace, dying of burns or was shot
dead by Wood Lyttle.
In any event, he died. This was
much to the general relief of the
people in Harlan County (not to
mention the dairy cows).
The book is Days of Darkness:

Calloway County Retired
Teachers have donated an enure
set of books by Laura Ingalls
Wilder to the library in memory
of Mrs. Anne T. Wood.
Anne was a long time volunteer for the library before ill
health took her front us.
The set includes all the "Little
House" books and Little House in
the Ozarks, a collection of Laura
Ingalls Wilder's first writings.
I can't think of a better way to
pay tribute to a woman who
loved learning as much as Anne
did.
We'll miss her.
• • • •
Jim Turner lived in
County. They take their
nicknames pretty serious in those
parts and anybody called "Devil"
is likely to be more than your
run-of-the-mill juvenile
delinquent.
Once, while hiding from the

LUNCH BUFFET
The Feuds of Eastern Kentucky
by John Ed Pearce. Remember
that truth is often darker than fiction. Highly recommended.
• • • •
So is Memnoch the Devil by
Anne Rice. It's the latest in her
series of vampire novels.
The vampire Lestat is New
York, trying to find the woman
he has fallen in love with. He's
dragged out of this world by a
being named Memnoch, who
claims to be the devil.
Lestat is taken on a tour of
purgatory and forced to choose
whether he will believe and
whom he will serve.
It's an absorbing book and one
that I highly recommend.
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Thursday, Aug. 10
Murray City Counc11/7:30 p.m./City
Hall.
Murray City School Board/7:30
p.m./board office.
Calloway County School Board/7:30
p m./board office.
Calloway County High School Freshmen may pick up schedules/8:30
am -noon and 1-3 pm
Calloway County Middle School Back
to School Night for 7th and 8th grades.
CouNorth Calloway Elementary
School registration for all students/3-6
pm.
Faxon Fire DistricV7 p.m./fire station
at Turner Road and Highway 94 East.
Almo-Dexter Fire District/7 p.m.tfire
station at Almo.
Eddie Roberts Jr. VFW Post 6291
and its Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Pet Therapy/2 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
WOW Lodge 592 meeting/6 p.m./Log
Cabin restaurant
Chestnut Preschool open house/7
p.m
Sons of Confederate Veterans/7:30
p.m./Water Valley Methodist Church.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Womenf7 p.m.
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p.m /Ellis Community
Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30-7:30
p.m./Calloway County Health
Department.
Divorce Recovery Group/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County

Hospital,
Murray Women of the Moose officers'
meeting/8 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church Bible
School/6-8:30 p m./Parish Center.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Greater Hops Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5,30 p.m
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Support/Study Group/7 p.m.
TOPS *469 meeting/6 p m,/Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Chapter No, 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Singles Friendship/7.30 p.m./Farm
Bureau Building, Paris, Tenn, Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/759-0882 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m /Sirloin
Stockade
Task Force Study on businesses
owned by women/7 p.miKeniase
State Park. Info/437-4118.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, kASU/open 8 am.-4 p.m.
Wrather Weal Kentucky
Museum/7:30 a m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 pm
LBL events include Eagle
Encounter/3-4 p.m., Night Lights
Canoe Excursion/7:30-9.30 p m. Info/
1-502-924-5602.
Friday, Aug. 11
Laura Ann Bullard and Arthur Lee
Scott wedding/6 p m./St. Joseph
Catholic Church, Mayfield.
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BACK TO SCHOOL
PERM SPECIAL!
Bring this ad irt and
receive a perm of
your choice starting
at'29.95.
Specializing In spirals
and piggybacks.
Call Dana for appointment
Mon -Sat.
'Special Bonus: All
manicures *6 with this ad

Cutting Edge
1304 Che•tout Si.
hnts flr•rilei Book Co.l
t
')
kr! for Dana

Friday, Aug. 11
Brenda Hultman and James Dale Fox
wedding/6 p.m /home of Par and Mrs
Bruce Huff.
Calloway County High School Freshmen may pick up schedules/8 30
am.-noon and 1-3 p.m.
Meet the Letters' Night/Jack Rose
Stadium, Calloway County High
School. Scrimmage game, dinner,
events. Public invited,
Laryngeetornee Support Group/2
p.m./Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100.
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown"/8 p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities_
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited,
AA and AI-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No, 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m../lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
American Heart Association Golf
Tournament/Kentucky Dam Village
Golf Course.
Seniors Golf played/8:30
a.m./Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course,
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Loo's Catholic Bible
School/6-8:30 p.m./Parish Center.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
LI31.. events include In Cold Blood/3-4
p m./Nature Station.

CARfit

APIDHLW LUYYLN Was

winner ot the 1995 MurrayCalloway County Fair Mister Baby
Contest, 0 to 12 months. Garrett is
the son of Andrew and Annette
Cowen,

Mon.-Sat. 10:30-4:00 p.m
Includes: Soup, Salad Bar, Hot Bar
With 3 Meats, 6 Vegetables,
•
12 Item Dessert Bar
Special Children's Prices

64 59

Dinner

Two master storytellers from
the National Scouting Museum,
Murray, will being something
special to the exhibit called
"Gatherings" at the Museum of
the National Quitters Society
(MAQS), Paducah.
Storytellers Bob Valentine and
Steve Ross will perform at the
MAQS on Sunday, Aug. 13, as a
farewell to the popular exhibit
which will close at 5 p.m. The
storytellers will present traditional American folk tales inspired by
the appearance or the historical
background of the quilts.
Two quilts have their own special stories which will be told in
detail by the storytellers. "Most
quilts have a story attached to

Don't cheat YOURSFLF Von buying carpet! Without proper installation, your carpet or
other Moor covering wit not bok as beauttul and certainty will not last as long.
We sell all 151 quality carper, vinyl, We and hardwood

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
30 Yrs, Experience

vi,..

$5.55

753-7728
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Shae Bryant

Bryant wins
club honors
Shae Bryant, 15-year-old
daughter of Jim and Teri Bryant,
recently placed first in the
Kentucky-West Virginia District
Optimist International speech
competition conducted at
Louisville.
This year the speech topic was
"Listen to Me."
Bryant developed her theme
around the issue of self image
and concluded by clearly demonstrating that an individual's worth
should be determined by one's
inner self, not one's external
appearances.
Winning a $200 savings bond
and a $1,500 college scholarship,
Bryant credits Larry England and
the Calloway County High
School Speech Team experience
for her success.
Bryant was sponsored by Murray Optimist Club, James Thompson, president.

them," said Valentine, "But the
two we've chosen to include are
favorites of the MAQS staff and
the' visitors.
The Museum opens at 1 p.m.
and the storytelling programs will
begin at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. The
storytellers, both members of the
professional troupe "Spinners,"
have toured nationally and have
appeared on Americana Television's Storyteller's Theater.

,111111111 Is•
BRIDAL

XEG/STRY
Pier 1 Imports is pleased to
have Lisa Lankford,
bride-elect of Rob Ray,
join our bridal registry by
choosing pottery and decorative accessories.
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South 12th • Murray
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759-1864

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon -Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
Now Also Sal. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
600 Main St.

753-0489

The Hair Viatkoxy
would like to welcome

fl

Tabethia Crawford

Control Shopping

Acrylic Nails

$29.99

a set

Ctr. • Next to Wal-Mart • 759-1100

Newspaper Advertising...
The Key To Your Success.
ROP Display
Advertising Deadlines:
Monday Run

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday Run

3 p.m. Wednesday

Saturday Run

10 a.m. Thursday

Shopping Guide Run

5 p.m. Friday

Call Our
Advertising Department at

Torn Tsylo, AO ,
0
'

Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Knso.'!
Hwy 641 • I'. Skies South 01 Murray to Tan Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

Christophers•

4,9 p.m. osw.• 7 ri•y• 10 30 4.n

Valentine and Ross will
perform at Sunday event

hilg
4-.LCARPET & FLOOR COVERING

Jim Knight
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TUURSDAY. AUGUST 10, 199-

University Plaza • Chestnut St,
753-1851

753-1916
Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith,
Lori Rowlett or Lori Andrus

RI ITT'S
Due to the rain last weekend, we will
repeat our Sidewalk Sale this weekend.
Stop by for great savings on...

of Murray

Spring &
ctinriALA
Summer Merchandise alum/41i]
1/
2 - 3/4
. Off
Come Inside For Other Great Savings
Make Your Selections From Our New Fall And Winter Merchandise And
Receive Up To 25% Off On Coats, Dresses, Suits and Sportswear.1,
:$
Yellow Dots15% Savings • Red Dots 20% Savings • Green Dots 25% Savings
Hours: Mon.-Thurs, 9:30-5:30, Fri. 9:30-8:30, Sat, 9:30-5:00, $UL
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Bus schedules for new school year
Murray ?diddle School and Murray High School have released the
bus scheduks for the 1995-96
school year. They are as follows:
Bus #9201
Driver: O.T. Stalls
Mart: 7:50 am.
Arrive: 11:15 a.ne
Stop I, HA S. 13th (p.m.), stop 2, 108 S
13th (p in). stop 3, dnveway at Caner, stop
4.214 S 13th (pm).slop 5.220 S. 13th
(pm.); stop 6. S. 1 Ith at Overby St., stop 7,
505 S. 13th. stop 8, 508 S 13th. stop 9,
1214-A Peggy Ann Dr , stop 10, 1307 Peggy
Ann Dr
Stop II. Peggy Ann at Kirkwood, stop 12.
1511 Claystute, stop 13, 1517 Claysture,
stop 14, 1608 Belmont. stop 15. 1207
Melrose, stop 16. 1701 Melrose, stop 17.
Melrose at Mclivrie Court, stop IS. 1205
Doran Rd stop (9,1712 Plainview. stop 20,
1702 Pia/moos.
Stop 21. Holiday at Parklane. stop 22,
1616 Partlane; stop 23, 1510 Parklane; stop
24, 1502 Parklane. stop 25, Glendale at
Kirkwcxxl; stop 26, 1202 Dogwood, stop 27,
1218 Dogwood; stop 28, 1211 Dogwood at
Mimosa (pm.); stop 29, Meadow Lane at
Kirkwood (pm), stop 30, 1101 Meadow.
Lane
Stop 31, 702 Meadow Lane; stop 32,
Cardinal at Shady Lane, stop 33, 522 Shady
Lane(p.m ). stop 34, 1305 Story Proceed to
Murray High School, unload. Proceed to
Murray Middle School, unload Return to bus
lot. Afternoon: after Murray Elementary run.
pick up at Murray High School, proceed to
Murray Middle School, pick up and begin
pm route. First stop. 104 S 13th, after last
stop proceed to bus perking lot.

Bus #8601
Driver: Joyce KIngIns
Start: 7:48 am.
Arrive: 8:15 a.m.
Stop I. 806 S. 16th, stop 2. 1600 Kirk wood; stop 3, 1618 Kirkwood, stop 4, 1506
Canterbury; stop 5, 1514 Canterbury; stop 6,
1608 Tabard. stop 7, 1618 Tabard; stop 8,
1581 Mockingbird, stop 9, 1575 Mockingbird; stop 10. 1551 Mockingbird (p.m.).
Stop 11, 1544 Mockingbud (p.m.); stop
12, Martin Chapel and Tebard; mop 13. 1805
Greenbrier, stop 14, 1844 Westwood; stop
15, 1902 Westwood, stop 16, Camelot at
Lancelot; stop 17, Camelot at Ford Rd
(pm ). stop 18. 2124 Southwest; stop 19,
2115 Southwest, stop 20, 2122 Southwest
Stop 21, 2108 Southwest; stop 22, 2110
Country Road: stop 23, 2104 Vale Square;
stop 24, Doran Rd.(go to HS); stop 25, 1502
Sycamore (a.m.); stop 26, Whitnell at Sycamore Proceed to Murray High School.

Invest in Your
Community.

unktad Proceed to Murray Middle Sinwi.
unload

Bus 09404
Deltic: Engem* Peal
Start: 7:50 am
Arrive: 8:15 am.
Stop I, Hickory and Main m only), stop
2, Robertson la m 3. stop 3, Locust at
Williams,stop 4, Locust at Robertson School
(p m ). stop 3.1..ucusi Si 16th (pm), ewe,6,
16th at Sunset; stop 7. entrance to Murray
High. tong,Johnson at Maury•. stop 9, The
Lane, stop 10, 17th at Magnolia.
Stop 1 I. 17111 at 902. stop 12, 1703
Keenland, stop 13, 1704 Keenland, stop 14,
2218 Gatesborough, stop IS, Gatesborough
at 2116; stop 16. County Cork Dr. at
Edinborough; stop 17, 2204 Edinhurough,
stop 18, 2218 Quail Creek Dr. stop 19.
Gatesborough at htimborough. stop 20,
Wooigate (first dnve).
Slop 21, 2220 Wuoigate, stop 22, Wood gate and Nancy (p.m.); stop 23. Tangletvood
m ('stop 24, Creekwood, stop 25. Brookhaven, stop 26. Johnny Robertson Rd. and 94
secuon (p.m.); stop 27, 705 Nancy Dr.. stop
28, Murray 11.0 School (am.); stop 29,
1613 Main; stop 30, 1704 Main (p.m.); atop
31, 106 S 100i (occasional stop. p.m.).
Proceed to Murray Middle School, unload.

Bus #9402
Driver: Joh• Lane
Start: 7:40 •m.
Arrive: 8:00 a.m. 114MS,
8:06 an. MHS
Stop 1 IGO and Payne; stop 2, Payne and
8th; stop 3,506 Beide; stop 4, 6th and Ash;
stop 5,505 N. 5th; stop 6, 3rd and Chestnut
(a.m.); stop 7. 113 Spruce (am.); stop 8, LP
Miller at Spruce (sin ); stop 9, 400 3rd Sc
(pm.); stop 10. 403 Ash.
Stop II, Ash at LP Miller; stop 12,400 1st
St.; stop 13, 306 Pine; stop 14, 402 Cherry
(pm.); stop IS, Cherry at Spruce (p.m.); stop
16, LP !viiller at Spruce (p.m.); stop 17,301
N. LP Miller (p.m.); sutp 18, 202 N. Cherry:
stop 19, 204 N. Cherry; stop 20, 207 N.
Cherry.
Stop 21.403 S. LP Miller(at Elm); stop 22.
203 Cross; stop 23, 711 Back. Proceed to
Murray Middle School; unload. Proceed to
Murray High School.

Bus #8801
Driver: Eva Mohler
Start: 7:50 am,(am. route)
Arrive: 8:15 a.m.
Stop I, 1309 Poplar, stop 2. Hospital
parking lot(south side of 90); stop 3,9th and
Vine; stop 4,623 Broad; stop 5. Broad and
Nash; stop 6, Riley Ct. and Ellis, on Fibs;
stop 7, Ellis and Ladollett; stop 8. 614
Laffolleu; stop 9, 823 S. 4th; stop 10,
Sycamore and 6th, on 6th.
Stop II, 504 S. 6th St.; stop 12, 6th and
Elm; stop 13,6411 and Poplar; stop 14,7th and
Olive; stop 15, 8th and Olive; stop 16, 13th
and Olive; stop 17, 118 14th St.; stop 18, N.
14th and Main, on 14th; stop 19, S. 14th and
Main, on 14th; stop 20, 224 S. 15th St
Stop 21, 313 Woodlawn. Morning route
ends. Proceed to MIN; unload. Proceed to
MMS; unload.

Bus #8801
Driver: Eva Mohler
Start: 3 p.m. (afternoon route)
Stop 1, 9th and `s'ine, stop 2, Hospital
parking lot(south side of 9th); stop 3,Murray
Middle School; stop 4. Poplar and 6th; stop 5,
6th and Lim;stop 6,514 S. 7th St.; stop 7,623
Broad; stop 8, Broad and ;taw. stop 9, Riley.
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"Toyotp, has requested that we move 100
new Toyota vehicles by Sept. 4, 1995."
For A Limited Time Take
1
Advantage 01 This
Special Offer

Corn
Lao, stop (0. Ellis and Laiolicale.
Slop IL 614 Lai:WY-0e. stop 12, 123 S.1elt
Si . our 13. fah and Sycamore, on this. amp
14, 5.1.1 WI St . stop IS. Olive and 701; stop
16, 714 Olive; stop 17, 10th and Olive; slop
IS. 13th and Olive, stop 19, 14th and Ohve;
stop 20. 118 N 14th
Stop 21, S. 14th at Main. stop 22, 1321
Poplar, 'top 23. 219 S 15W. swp 21, 318 S.
15th, sop 25.313 Woodlawn, stop 26. Vine
and 9th. Afternoon route ends Proceed to
MIIS. unload Proceed to MMS, unload.
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Bus #9401
Driver: Jame McCiillseme
Start: 7:35 a.m.
Arrive: 8:15 a.m.
Stop I, 16th as Fanner, stop 2, Boy Scout
Museum (pm). stop 3, Kentucky at Calloway Ave.; stop 4. 17th at Calloway Ave.;
stops, 17th at Ryan, stop 6,800N. 18111; stop
7, 824 N. lath; stop 8, 816 Coldwater Rd.;
stop 9, 17th at Dodson; stop 10, Super
Amench (p.m.).
Stop 11, 912 Waldrop (a.m.); stop 12,
College Count -500'. stop 13, College Count
800; stop 14, 905-A Noithwood; stop IS.
Northwood. Apt. E; stop 16, Valleywood said
Hillivood; stop 17, 1403 Valleywood; stop
111, Riviera Courts; stop 19,910 N. 16th; stop
20. 807 N. 16th (p.m.)
Stop 21, 1604 College Farm Rd.; stop 22,
824 N. 19th; stop 23, 808 N. 20t5; stop 24.
305 Oakdale (p.m.). Proceed to Murray High
School (a.m only); unload. Proceed to
Murray Middle School; unload.

Bus #9403
Driver: Elizabeth ()liver
Start: 7:37 a.m.
Arrive: 8:10 a.m.
Stop 1,1617 Wiswell Rd.or S. 16th (a.m.);
stop 2, 1507 Oxford (a.m.); stop 3, 1501
Oxford (west end); stop 4, 1509 London
(west endKright on Chaucer, left on Oxford,
a.m.); stop 5, 1503 Izeidon (west end); stop
6, 1527 Beckett (nght on Tabard, left on
London); stop 7, London at Becken (left at
Beckett); stop 8, 1558 Oxford; stop 9, 1552
Oxford; stop 10, 1548 Oxford.
Stop 11, 1528 Oxford (a.m.); stop 12.1529
Oxford (p.m.); stop 13, Left Oxford; stop 14.
1556 Spring Creek Dr. (turn left Chaucer);
stop 15. 1552 Spring Creek Dr.; stop 16,
Misty Creek Dr.; stop 17, 1109 Riverwood
(occasional stop, p.m.)(left 12th St., right
Tabard, left Spnng Creek Dr., turn around
Garland CO; stop 18, 1103 Riverwood
(occasional stop, p.m.); stop 19. South 12th
at Hilltop (Christopher's on left); stop 20,
1120 Circarama,
Stop 21, Fairlane at S. 9th; stop 22.
Bagwell at Fairlane; stop 23, Bagwell at
Goodman; stop 24, 702 Glendale; stop 25,
Southside Manor (turn around first right or
end. Back in. Left on Glendale); stop 26,
Broad and Fairlane; stop 27, 9th at Fairlane
(p.m.); stop 28, S. 941 at Story; stop 29,
corner of Sycamore and S. 8th St. Proceed to
Murray High School; unload. Proceed to
Murray Middle School; unload.
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A reception was held recently to honor the August graduates of the Calloway County High School Alternative
Program. Pictured are: James Hutchens Jr., Eric Miller, Brandon Gupton, Corey Cassity, Michael Scott, Craig
Adams and John Hale. Seated: Rebecca Howard, Jennifer Sanderson, Missy Felgenhauer and Joseph Yearry.

There are two very good books at
the Public Library that you should
check out if you are considering
getting a dog,or if you already own
a dog and could use some help in
training him. They are "The Chosen
Puppy: How to Select and Raise a
Great Puppy from an Animal Shelter," by Carol Lea Benjamin and
"Dog Training by Bash," by Bashim
Dibra.
"The Chosen Puppy" could really
be called a must-read instruction
book for anyone wanting to adopt a
dog from an animal shelter. Benjamin, a respected writer on many
canine topics, prepares the reader to
adopt, raise, train, and live a long,
happy life with a shelter dog. The
ten easy-to-read chapters explain
the special needs of a shleter puppy,
what to do when you bring him
home, and how to understand his
body language. It also contains
valuable lessons on basic dog obedience and its importance. Benjamin's training techniques are fun

Murray City Schools
announce calendar
The calendar for the Murray City Schools calls for 170 instructional
days for students, with the first day of school on Thursday, August 17.
August
7-9
9

MHS registration
MES "Fee Day"
MHS registration for new students
MMS registration for new students
First day of school for teachers
Registration for Murray Preschool/Head Start
Open House at Murray Elementary School
Open House at Murray Middle's Transition School
First day of school for students
First home football game

11
16
16
16
16
17
25
September
4
5
5
7
11
13
13

Labor Day (no school)
MES PTO meeting
First day of preschool
MMS "Back to School" night
MES school pictures
MMS school pictures
MHS school pictures

No school (teachers only)

December
18
End of first semester
January
2
15
17
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Calloway Co. Humane Society
and easy to learn. Numerous cartoon illustrations throughout the
book make all the topics easy to
grasp. A list of recommended
reading on other aspects of dogs and
their behavior is also provided.
"Dog Training by Bash" is a more
general dog training guide. Its
author, Bashim Dibra, bases much
of his understanding of canine behavior on his experiences with a wolf
that he trained for a television show.
He has helped many celebrities
choose and train their dogs. While
Dibra's training methods are tried
and true, they are a bit old fashioner'
in that they do not rely on modem
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motivational techniques geared to
produce a happier, more alert working dog. Dibra's training methods
are not harmful in any way, however, and they would be effective
for most dogs. The real strength of
this book is in the suggestions given
for problem solving, and better yet,
for problem prevention.

Col
pos.
Sh(

Reading good books on humane,
effective dog training will certainly
help you and your pooch to a
happier relationship. You might
also want to seek more formal
schooling for the two of you. For
information on dog obedience classes, call Linda Stitt at 759-9412.
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No school (teachers only)
No school (teachers only)
Min i B Teak

April
5
8-12

No school (teachers only)
Spring Break
Final day for students
Closing day (staff only)

The final day of school may change if bad weather forces schools to
close during the year.

FRIDAY,AUGUST II, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-9(81-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Luckily, financial backing is availNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A able for a business expansion. A
windfall is possible. Spend money new alliance helps you achieve your
on those who will appreciate and goals. Change your travel plans to
remember your generosity. A job accommodate others. Shared experiopens up for someone who has been ences add a new dimension to a
looking for a long time. Do not let close relationship.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
others dampen your enthusiasm for
a new partnership or business ven- good day to sign contracts and busiture. Success comes to those willing ness agreements. Postpone approving a major new project until more
to take calculated risks.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON facts and figures are available. A
THIS DATE: columnist Carl genuine change of heart helps you
Rowan, actress Arlene Dahl, chil- mend some badly damaged fences.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
dren's author Joanna Cole. wrestler
Review the financial figures very
Hulk Hogan.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): carefully before making an imporAllow your mate or a favorite friend tant decision. Your relations with a
to set the pace today. A drive can be special group could be strained.
fun if you get an early start. Keep Give yourself time to cool off. A
spending on entertainment within romantic encounter will brighten
your evening hours.
reasonable limits.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Follow a hunch and you will make 21): Smarten up! A relationship is
new financial gains. Concerns over. Family members are a source
regarding shared funds are brought of wonderful support. New doors
out into the open. An anonymous open up where employment is congift arrives. The sender's identity cerned. Rearranging the furniture
gives your home a fresh look. Buy
will soon be revealed.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Sell flowers.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
your creative ideas on the open market; a real bonanza is possible! The 19): You and an associate may be
news from afar is much better than working at cross purposes. Compare
expected. A platonic relationship notes if you hope to achieve anycould surprise you by turning thing worthwhile. Remain alert to
the latest trends in your field.
romantic. Take your time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Argue for your viewpoint; others Take someone's advice with a grain
begin to understand your goals. of salt; they could be exaggerating.
Flexibility means remaining open to If worried about the direction a relanew ideas. An older person asks tionship is taking, speak up. Your
some pertinent questions. Be honest concerns deserve a fair hearing. Buy
tickets for a special event.
if you do not have all the answers.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Revise
your budget with the cooperation of Friends and family look to you for
your loved ones. A hobby can be emotional support. Learn to roll
turned into a moneymaking venture. with the punches, downplaying any
A May-December romance could be frustration you feel. Take a nature
sensational. New information sheds trek with your favorite canine companion. Exercise lifts your spirits.
light on a recurring problem.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are caring, honest and family-oriented. They
often regard their parents as their best friends. Sentimental and acquisitive,
these Leos rarely thrown anything away. Count on them to hold on to their
old toys and school books. Never give away these treasures without consulting them! Hard-working and law abiding, these Leos insist on keeping their
business dealings strictly aboveboard. They have a strong senseof ethics
and fair play.
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School reopens
No school
No school (teachers only)

February
26
No school (teachers only)
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Books available on pet care

November
17
No school (teachers only)
22-24
Thanksgiving break

Look For The
Special Sale Price
On The WIndowl

Hortwo

HOROSCOPES

October
27

On All New 1995
•Camrys
•Corollas
•Tacomas
•Toyota Trucks
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BERNARD KANE.tedger 8 Times photo

OF MURRAY
Nevi 50 Dwain reviler Chevrolet

753-4961

Your Health Is Our Concern
•15% Cash Discount On All
Prescnptions
•PCSiMedirnenliBC-BC•Paid Slate Aid
'Medical Claims Sennce

•Computenzed Prescription Records
-Name Brand 8 Genenc Drugs
'Over The Counter Preparations
illealth Care Products

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

6,1'4 lefererr,

Laramie • Remington
Firestone • Michelin
Opan Saturdays Lent. Noon-

FREE DELIVERY

109 S. 4th St.

!IN •

753-1462
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Name Brand Tires
Made In the U.S.A.
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Awards given to 4-Hers
There were 229 entries us 92
classes and m 10 departments of the
fair. The 4-Hers received 160 blue
obtains,60 red nbbons,and 9 white
nbborts.
They include:
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WIlltaey Alezaadir:
Pones class 2-B1w/champion, class 10Nue/champion. class 14-red and class 16
bkre/champeon Horne environment class 4blue champion and class 10-red Woodwork class 4-red and class 5-red Clothing
class 3-blue. Elecirscal. class 2.blue. Breads.
class 3-blue chasnpuin. Arts and crafts class
21 white; class M- red. class 26-red, class
27-blue/champon, class 28-blue. class 34blue/champion Horucuhure: class 2-blue,
class 4-bluerchampon, class II -blue; class
13 blue. class 16-blue, class 21 -blue, class
28-blue and class 34-blue/champion
Britthey Besse:
Preservation. class I -blue and class 21blue/champun Horticulture. class 2-pd.
class 5-blue; class 6-blue/champion. class 7.
blue; class 8-white; class 10-blue/champion.
class 11 -blue: class 12-blue. class 13-blue;
class 16-blue!chainpien and class 23-red
LieGloa Beard:
Horticulture. class 30-blue and clan 5-red
Scutt Canoe:
Crops dark unborn class 7-blue. Crops air
toharro: class 7-red. Crops burley tobacco:
class 6-blue; class 9-blue: class 3-blue/
champion; class 2-red, class 4-blue/champrun; class 1-blue/c.harripion. Horticulture:
class 29-blue; class 19-blue: class 5-blue/
champion; clan 3-blue/champion; class 8red. class II -red; class 12-blue; class 13blue; class 14-blue. class 16-red; class 23blue; class 2-blue/champion. Preservation:
class 1-blunchampon; class 2-red/champion; class 28-blue/champion and class 29blue/c6.ampion.
Andrea Dutch's:
Home environment: class II -red. Preseryawn: class 20-blue and class I -red. Arts
and crafts: class 20-blue; class 18-blue/
champion and class 21-blue/champion. Horticulture: Cills 12-blue, class 15 - red, class Sled, class 14-blue/champion, class 19-blue;
class 21-blue/champion; class 15-Ted and
ChM 30-blue. Crop- class 9-blue.

County Fair
posts Dairy
Show results
Dairy Show results include:
Jay Start:
Junior calf Holstein -blue; savior calf Holstein -blue; senior calf Holstein-blue; summer
yearling Holstein -blue and junior 2 year old blue.
Tim Stark:
Aged Jersey-blue; intermediate Holstein
calf-blue, junior yearling Holstein -blue; senior 3 year old Holstem-blue; senior 3 year
old Holstein-blue.
Kacey Stark:
Junior Holstein calf-blue; summer yearling Holstein -blue; junior yearling Holstein blue; senior 2 year old Holstein -blue.

IMAM Dolichan:
Crop clang-bite and class 9 red Preen
rune class I white and class 29 blue/
rohampson Horticulture class 5-red. class 2red, class 12-blue/champion. class 13-red.
class 14-red, class 15-red; class 19-blue/
champion and class 30-blinkharnpion Arts
and crafts class 21 white
Joe Dukhaa:
Arts and crafts class 17-blue/champion
Hunicuhure class 30-blue, class 14 whin.
class 12-blue, class 15-blue, class 19-blue
and class 5-red Crops class 9-blue/
champion.
Lori Flood:
Clothing: class 4-blurekharnpion Horticulture class 2-blue. class 3-blue; class 4red, class 5-blue. class 6-blue, class 7-blue/
champion; class 8-white, class 9-blue/
champon; class 11 -red, class 12-blue, class
14-blue; class I6-red, class 23-blue/champclass 26-blue/champion and class 30blue. Ant 111141C111dU. class 5-blue/champion,
class 7-red/champion. class 11-blue/champion; class I 2-red/champion; class 21 -white.
class 22-blue/champion, class 23-blue/
champion. class 30-blue/champion. class
32-blue and class 33-blue
Karl Greer:
Horticulture class I-blue/champion; class
3-blue, class 5-blue. class 8-blue/champion,

Ion,

class 11 -blue/charnpion; class 12-blue, class
13-blue/champion, class 14-white; class 16red, class 21-blue/champion. class 23-red,
class 28-blue; class 29-blue/champion and
class 30-blue. Crops: class 8-blue. Arts and
crafts: class 21-red. Pieter: class 14-blue.
Patrick Johnson:
Home
environment. class
5-blue/
champion.

Laurie Jo Parker:
Clothing class 8-blue/champion Breads.
class 7-blue/champion.
Melody Parker:
Arts and Crafts: class 6-red/champion.
Madeline PhIlpot:
Am and crafts: class 28-blue/champion.
Hume environment: class 7-red/champion
Currie Reinhardt:
Quick clothes: class 2-blue champion.

Caleb Reinhardt.
Elect/1,n class 2 red
Measure Rogers.
Arts and crafts cIsss 21 red, class 25
bluenthanipun and class 27 red Crops class
7-blue Horticulture class 2-blue; class 12red and class 23 blue Clothing class 2 blue
Poster lials I bluerchampsun
Mlarlanda Rogers:
Arts and crafts class 21 red Crops class
7-blue Ilonicithure class 12 red and class
23-blue Clothing class 6-blue/champion
Poster class 3 redichampico Hume envi
ronment class 8 blue/champion and class
11-blunchampron Preservation class 10
red
Miriam Rogers:
Arts and crafts class 5 red, class 21 -red.
class 25 red Crops class 7-blue/champion
Clothing class 4 blue Poster class 4 red/
champion Home environment class 10
red/champion Preservation class 10 blue.:
champion
Rebecca Ruppel:
Am and crafts class 19 blueichampion.
class 3 blur and class 9-blur/champion
Katie Smith:
Arts and crafts: class 3-blue/champion
Jay Stark:
Crops: best block of hav.-blue.
Tim Start:
Crop best block of hay -blue.
Kase, Stark:
Crop: best block of hay-blue.
Leslie Steely:
Photography: class 3-blue/champion,
class 4-blue/champion and class 5-blue/
champion. Preservation: class 10-blue and
class 20-red. Horticulture: class 5-blue; class
13-blue; class 14-blue; class 28 - blue/champ-

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care
Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach, Agent. Bob ( urn.11,m

7534703

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

To report local news call 753-1916
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We have outgrown our present locations
in Benton and Paducah, thanks to you, so
construction has begun on our new 41,000
square foot Fleming Furniture Super
Center. Now we must make every
possible effort to eliminate our entire 3
million dollar plus inventory, Nothing
Held Back! Furniture, TV's, Appliances,
Accessories. Every item in our entire
inventory reduced to clear to the bare
walls. Now save 30% to 70% storewide.

Funds are
received by
local group
The state Department of Travel
Development
has
disbursed
$800,000 in state funds to help
regional and local tourism groups
carry out marketing activities, Commissioner Bob Stewart said recently.
The Murray Tourism Commission received $1,726.40.
In all, 127 groups received shares
of state matching funds during the
state fiscal year that ended June 30.
Included were nine regional tourism organizations that each received
about $60,000 to carry out promotional activities such as attending
travel shows, printing brochures,
and conducting advertising campaigns. For such regional grants,
the state provides 80 percent funding, with the balance coming from
the regional associations. Stewart
noted.
The matching funds program also
underwrites some local tourism
marketing activities with a state
match up to 50 percent Applications are reviewed by local committees composed of tourism and other
civic leaders, with final decisions
made by the state

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURA1VCE

* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture

4-H Horse Show results include:
Michael Becker:
Showmanship-red; junior west pleasurered; junior horsemanship-red; junior bareback-red.
Andrea Dokliasu
Showmanship-blue, senior
hunt-red.
quotation -blue, senior west pleasure-red,
senior horsemanship -red; senior bareback red. costume-blue
Bobbl Duichan:
Showmanship-red. junior
hunt-blue.
eid utastion -blue. costume -blue.
Karl Greer:
Showmanship-blue; junior west pleasure red, junior horsemanship-blue; junior bareback -blue, costume-blue
Alicia Hart:
Showmanship-red; junior west pleasureblue; junior horsemanship-blue; junior bareback -Ted.
Amanda Hart:
Showmanship-red; junior
hunt-blue;
equaitation -blue. junior west pleasure ted.
junior horsemanship-red; junior bareback red.
Ryas Humphrey:
Showmanship-red. junior western pleasure-red. junior horsemanship-red; junior
bareback -red.
Brittany Lamb:
Showmanship-red. junior west pleasure
red; junior horsemanship-red; junior bare
back -red, costume-blue.
Amy Wood:
Showmanship-red; senior west pleasure•
red; senior horsemanship-red; senior bareback -blue; costume -blue.

Sarah Jukiaausa
Clothing class 3-blue/champion Am and
crafts class 2i red
Haley Leedom:
Arts and crafts class 5-blue. class 22-red.
class 23-red. class 29-white, class 32 blur,
class 33-blue Horne env innment class
red
LaSkawna Lewis:
Arts and crafts class 5 -bluerinarnpion,
class 7-red/champion, class 11 -blutittarnp
Win, class 23-blueichampon. class 29 blue/
champion and class 32 bluerchampion ('lo
thing. class 3-blue. Horticulture class 2 red.
class 8-red, class 12 red, class 15 blue/
champion. Ain 23 blue. clan 26 blue/
champion. cM:30-blue/champion Breads
class 3-red Electrical class 2.blucicharnpion. Poster class 14-blue/champion Preservation class 3-blue, class 8-blucrcharnpion.
class 10-blue; class 16-blue/champion. class
20-blue and class 26-blue/champion
Zack Lovett:
Crops. class 2-blue/champion
Amanda McCuLstion:
Clothing class 2-bluc.
Angela Oliver:
Arts and crafts: class 33-blue/champion.
class 26-blue/champion and class 21 -white

9

Cash & Carry! Delivery Can Be Arranged
Now Open Monday Night til 8

'PAyMENT FREE
TIL 1996
INTEREST FREE

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

'Ilionuisville
Gall
Design
Assistance
Availabfe
'
Minimum Purchinns of $e•• Orlar
Does Mot Apply To Previous Purchasers
••Comparabi• prices for similar
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Mantle's health takes downward turn
By KEVIN O'HANLON
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS (AP) — Despite an
ominous turn in the course of
Mickey Mantle's illness, at least
one friend has found the former
New York Yankee slugger is
keeping his typical fighting spirit.
Mantle's condition worsened
from stable to serious at Baylor
University Medical Center, where
he was being treated for anemia
brought on by chemotherapy.
Mantle is suffering from hepatoma;an aggressive form of cancer.

"He's still the sanie and resting well," hospital spokesman
Jeff Place said late Wednesday.
The 63-year-old Baseball Hall
of Famer has received seven
blood transfusions since entering
the hospital with anemia on Friday, Place said.
In a statement issued Wednesday, the hospital said CT scans
revealed that Mantle's cancer has
spread beyond his right lung and
liver. It did not say where the
cancer has spread, and his doctorsb
refused to ela rate.

Cancer has spread
The hospital said Mantle "is
spending time with his family
and wants his friends to know he
continues to fight."
Family members contacted by
The Associated Press declined
comment. However, a close
friend who asked not to be identified visited Mantle Wednesday
and told the AP that Mantle
greeted him "with a firm hand-

shake" as he sat in a chair with
his legs propped up.
"I found him to be his typical,
fighting, Mickey Mantle self,"
the friend said. "At one point,
his grand-daughter came in the
room and he said, 'There's my
Miss America.' I found him to be
chipper and showing a good
sense of humor."
Mantle also offered his

thoughts on his former team. "I
damper on things and gives a
think they are going to be right in
sense of reality of what life's all
there this year,'' the friend
about.
"I think it's something on all
quoted Mantle as saying.
Yankees fans' minds, and I'm a
"The Yankees sent him a baseYankees fan. It makes you realize
ball signed by the team with 'Get
that we're all eventually going to
Well, Mick' on it,'' the friend
move on," he said.
added.
Yankees captain Don MattingAt Yankee Stadium, the scene
ly called Mantle "a mythical figof many of Mantle's greatest
ure in baseball."
triumphs, the mood was somber.
"He's part of the legacy of the
"It sounds serious. It's very
great Yankees players. We're
depressing news," manager Buck
Showalter said. "Certainly we're
praying for him, but it puts a • See Page 11
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Reds end
Maddux's
streak at
10 games
ATLANTA (AP) — Greg
Maddux seemed more upset with
the walks than the loss.
Maddux's career-high 10-game
winning streak ended as Benito
Santiago hit 'a three-run homer to
lead Cincinnati to a 9-3 win over
Atlanta on Wednesday night.
Maddux (12-2) had not lost
since May 17, a span of 14 starts,
and his streak was a season-high
in the NL this season.
Maddux allowed five runs on
eight hits in 6 2-3 innings and his
ERA rose to a league-leading
1.74 to 1.96. He walked a seasonhigh five and struck out eight to
drop to 8-10 lifetime against the
Reds. He also threw his first wild
pitch since April 14, 1994.
"I've been catching Greg
Maddux for two years and I can
count on one finger the number
of times he's had control trouble," Braves catcher Charlie
O'Brien said.
"Walks happen sometimes,"
Maddux said. "The walks definately hurt, but I'm not really
dissatisfied with my game. I
made some pretty good pitches
and (Benito) Santiago, Ronnie
Gant, and Reggie Sanders hit
some good pitches, give them
credit."
Maddux took a two-hitter and a
2-0 lead into the sixth, but Santiago hit a three-run homer, his
seventh, and Hal Morris, a .436
hitter lifetime against Maddux,
singled in another for a 4-2 lead.
"I had good location on the
fastball to Santiago, but it was up
a little and outside and he did a
good job going with the pitch to
right." Maddux said.
"I haven't had this feeling
since May, but looking back I
was fortunate to win 10 straight.
It would have been nice to match
Tom Glavine's record (13
straight wins in 1992), but I can't
be too upset.
"The Reds are a very aggressive club on the bases and at the
plate," Maddux said. They run
the bases well, hit with power
and play good defense. There are
a lot of reasons they have the

II See Page 11
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Ripken shines at
Yankee Stadium
Last visit
breaking record
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer

that this was a. bigseries for us
and how we needed to go to Boston with a win."
It was just die third victory in
the last 10 games for the Orioles,
who have dropped from 4'4
games out of first place on July
30 to 9A games out. They begin
a four-game series at Fenway
Park tonight.
"After losing the first two
games of this series, this became
a really big game for us. It's
August, and it's a time to start
being concerned about the standings, but there are still 50 or so
games left, and that's still a long
schedule. You have to keep it in
perspective so you don't go crazy
checking the standings every
day," Ripken said.
Ripken, who hit a two-run
homer in the eighth for a 7-1
lead, drove in BaJtimore's
run with an opposite-fk01 double"
in the second. He made it 5-1 in

NEW YORK (AP) — In his
last game at Yankee Stadium
before he's due to break Lou
Gehrig's consecutive games
record, Cal Ripken had the best
day he's ever had there.
Ripken went 3-for-5 with a
homer, two doubles and four
RBIs Wednesday as the Baltimore Orioles beat the New York
Yankees to avoid a three-game
sweep.
It was Ripken's 2,104th consecutive game, leaving him 27 short
of breaking the record.
"The streak has really become
my identity, and that's not all
bad," Ripken said. "But I honestly don't think about it when I
play. Today, I was more thinking • See

Page 11

Ndiaye reportedly picks
North Carolina over UK
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) — Makhtar Ndiaye has transferred
from Michigan to North Carolina, his third school in as many
years, two newspapers reported.
Smith told the Roanoke (Va.) Times that Ndiaye's relationship
with Jeff McInnis, a teammate at Oak Hill Academy and North
Carolina's point guard, was a major factor in his decision.
Ndiaye had reportedly also been considering transferring to Kentucky, along with several other schools.
After signing with Wake Forest, Ndiaye never played for the
Demon Deacons, and transferred to Michigan in January 1994.
The 6-foot-9, 240-pound Ndiaye played parts of two seasons for
Michigan and started 23 games last season, averaging 5.0 points
and 5.2 rebounds.

MARK YOUNGILedge, 8 Times photo

STARTING UP: Members of the Calloway County Lady Laker soccer team worked out in the bright
sunshine and hot temperatures Wednesday afternoon at the high school field. The team will be part of
Meet the Lakers night Friday and after scrimmages Aug. 17 and 19, the Lady Lakers open the 1995 season
Aug. 24 at home against Heath.

111.1100V-""1- 1MA

Wheatley, Salaam struggle;
veteran Murray looks shaky
The Associated Press
Rookie running backs Tyrone
Wheatley and Rashaan Salaam
aren't enjoying their first NFL
training camps.
Veteran kicker Eddie Murray's
first day at Washington Redskins
camp wasn't much better.
Wheatley practiced with the
New York Giants on Wednesday,
one day after ending a 17-day
holdout and signing a five-year
contract believed to be worth
S5.2 million
In the morning workout, he
aggravated a muscle in his buttocks after running just two wind
sprints.
"I didn't pull it," Wheatley
"I strained it at home (last
week) and I came here today and
slipped. I guess I was trying to
compensate for when I wasn't
.........t. .1.41%.
•

here, and I was at home killing
myself."
But he was able to practice in
the afternoon, and Giants coach
Dan Reeves left open the possibility that the 17th pick out of
Michigan could play Friday night
against New Orleans.
"I thought he looked pretty
good," Reeves said. "There's a
chance he could, but we'll just
wait and see how he feel
tomorrow."
Salaam, who won the Heisman
Trophy last year at Colorado,
kept the Chicago Bears waiting
for two weeks before reporting to
camp. Earlier this week when he
left practice early, complaining of
dehydration, he needed an IV to
replenish his fluids.
"My legs just locked up on
me," Salaam said Wednesday.

Murray, who became the
seventh former Dallas Cowboy to
join the Redskins since coach
Norv Turner's arrival last year,
had a shaky start on his first full
practice day.
He missed his first three kicks
— all wide to the left, one badly
shanked — in the team field goal
drill, but got another chance.
When the 38-year-old journeyman drilled a 39-yarder straight
through the uprights, the team
cheered, and Murray raised his
arms and feigned falling over
backward.

HERNDON SIGNS: Jay Paul Her. d 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School, has signed a letter of Intent to play baseball at Oklahoma Christian University In Oklahoma City. Oklahoma
Christian competes In the NAIA's Sooner Athletic Conference. Herndon, a lett-handed pitcher, complied a career record of 22-9 with an
earned run average of leaf than two per game. He Is the son of
Danny and Gall Herndon.
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Bears coach Dave Wannsteclt
was far from sympathetic and
scolded Salaam for being out of
shape.
"He knows we're going to
push him for lost time," Wannstedt said.
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FROM PAGE 10
best record in the league
(60-33)."
"It was a tough hole for us,
being down 2-0 to Madclux."
Barry Larkin said. "But Benno
got the opposite field home run.
Dave (Burba) and Jeff (Brantley)
really shut the door."
Reds manager Davey Johnson
added, "Even when Madclux losses, he always looks in control.
I've never seen him out of control. We got him when he was a
little tired. That's when you've
got to get to him."
Braves manager Bobby Cox
said Maddux was entitled to a
letdown.
"Greg wasn't his normal self,

LOCAL SPORTS

IAHS fall sports kickoff dinner Aug. 14
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The Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will sponsor its
annual fall sports kickoff chicken dinner Monday. Aug. 14, at 630
p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium.
Tickets are $4 and are available from Booster Club members or
they can be reserved by calling 753-1176 or 759-1542.
Tiger football, soccer and golf team coaches and players will be
introduced during the evening.
Football season tickets will be available, as will Tiger T-shirts.
Families and mends of Murray High School are invited to attend
and join the Booster Club that evening or they may send tax deductible contributions to: Murray Tiger Athletic Booster Club, 208 S.
13th St., Murray, Ky., 42071. Levels of membership are Booster,
$25-$49; Tiger Pride, $50-S99; Fighting Tiger, S100-S199; and
Super Tiger, $200 or more.
Following the dinner and introduction of players and coaches.
there will be a sports activity fair. Events at the fundraiser will
include a football toss, soccer kick, three-point contest, pitching
machine, photo session and a dunking booth featuring teachers and
coaches.
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but he kept us in their until the
sixth", Cox said "This has only
happened three or four times in
three years. It's gonna happen to
every pitcher in the game"
O'Brien blamed it on the
Sports Illustrated cover jinx.
Maddux is featured in this week's
Issue.
"Greg had his normal stuff,
but precision control is his
game," O'Brien said. "He was
barely missing early in the game,
then mores° later. Some of the
fans are probably in shock with
him losing. But they should cut
him some slack. What he's done
is unbelievable. Some people
have called him the best nghhander since Walter Johnson and I
wouldn't dissagree with that."

SCOREBOARD

I

LOCAL GOLF

The Insurance Center
of Murray

W.A.T.C.H. golf tournament Sept. 9

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

The W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tournament is scheduled for Sept.
9 at Oaks Country Club in Murray.
The tournament format will be four-person scramble teams with
two divisions — female and male or mixed. Only the first 46 prepaid team entries will be accepted.
The entry fee is $35 and includes a mulligan and a drawing for a
round-trip US Air airline ticket for two anywhere in the continental
USA (some restrictions apply), and additional prizes. Players must
be present to win. The deadline for entries is Sept. 6.
All proceeds go to support the services of W.A.T.C.H. (Work
Activities Training Center for the Handicaped), 702 Main St., Murray. For more information on the tournament, call Oaks Country
Club at 753-6454.

"Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore
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Pacers' Smits injured in ATV wreck
BINGHAMTON, N.Y.(AP) — Indiana Pacers center Rik Smits
was released from a hospital after being treated for injuries suffered
when he was thrown from an all-terrain vehicle.
Smits, 28, sustained a concussion in the accident, which occurred
Tuesday on his property near Walton, N.Y. He was driving when
he hit an object in the trail and was thrown over the handlebars of
his ATV, but was wearing a helmet.
The 7-foot-4 Smits finished a standout season, averaging a
career-high 17.9 points and leading Indiana to the Eastern Conference finals.

▪ Ripken...
FROM PAGE 10
the fifth with a double into the
other corner on the last pitch
thrown by Yankees starter Scott
Kamieniecki (3-3).
Ripken, who came to bat in the
ninth inning with the bases
loaded and two outs but flied out
to right, also tried for his first
stolen base of the year — going
for third with a lefty pitcher facing a lefty batter — but was

•Mantle...
FROM PAGE 10
praying for him," Mattingly said.
At Mantle's request, his doctors would not talk specifically
about his case.
"He's doing OK and I really
can't say much more," said Dr.
Daniel DeMarco, Mantle's
gastroenterologist. "He just
doesn't want everybody to know
how he's doing, but he's doing
OK."
However, the latest disclosures
about Mantle's health troubled
medical experts outside the Dallas hospital.
"This particular cancer can go
anywhere ... usually the lungs,
the abdomen and sometimes the
bones," said Dr. Isaac Djerassi. a
Philadelphia cancer specialist
who has examined Mantle but
would comment only generally
on his illness.
''It just makes it clear that he's
in big trouble," he said.
Doctors might start concentrating on making Mantle more comfortable rather than extending his
life, said Dr. Gregory Curt, an
oncologist at the National Cancer
Institute.
"Treatments at this time would
probably be tried to improve the
quality of life rather than aimed
at increasing overall survival,"
Cun said.
Mantle's health has been rapidly deteriorating for months. He
entered Baylor on May 28 complaining of stomach pains and
underwent a transplant on June 8
to replace his liver, which had
been ravaged by cancer, hepatitis
and years of hard drinking. On
Aug. 1, doctors announced the
cancer had spread to his right
lung.

SHRINER'S BINGO
Early Bird Bingo 11:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7= p.m.

NEW LOCATION - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
* $1000 Letter H
Double Bingo Pays
Jackpot Every Week
60%, 75% and 90%
(30 calls or less)
* Air Conditioned • Arxommodaboris for Smokers and Non-Smokers
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thrown out on a close play.
"It always feels good to play
well in Yankee Stadium. It just
seems like every time we play
here, we lose two out of three,"
Ripken said.
Rafael Palmeiro, Bobby Bonilla and Ripken — the 3-4-5 hitters
for Baltimore — went a combined 7-for-13 with four doubles,
a triple, a homer and six RBIs.
Jamie Moyer (7-4) settled

down after allowing a homer to
Wade Boggs on his first pitch of
the game. The left-hander allowed only three hits in the first
eight innings — all to Boggs —
and didn't allow another baserunner to reach second until the
ninth.
The Yankees, who open a fivegame series tonight with a doubleheader against the Cleveland
Indians, lost for just the fifth time
in 21 games.
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Grand Opening
is Aug. 12, Drawing 5 p.m.
Grand Prize - 27" Panasonic T.V.
2nd Prize - Panasonic 4 Head VCR
3rd Prize - Magic Chef Microwave
Other prizes to be given are: gas, amusement park tickets,
dinners, raft and lottery tickets, and misc prizes

See Friday's paper for more details.

Make Your Best Deal On A Snapper And
Get Cash Back On Legendary Quality!
When you purchase any new Snapper mower, receive
from '100 to '250 cash back directly from Snapper!
See the Yellow Pages for a Snapper Dealer near you.
No Payments Until '96 With Approved Snap-Credit'
• Hundreds of Snapper products at once-in-a lifetime prices!
• Get there early for the best selection!
• Expires August 31.1995
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Due to a death in the family,
there will be no trash service
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Service will resume Mon., Aug. 14.
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INVITATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of Murray will
receive bids on a 1985 Ford Ranger Truck,
w/tool box. Minimum bids of $2,000
or more will be considered. Bids will also be
accepted on used ranges and refrigerators,
used studded tires, and a floor jack. Sale will
be conducted on an as-is/where-is basis. The
truck may be seen at the Housing Authority,
716 Nash Drive, Murray, between 8:00 a.m.
and 2:00 p.m., and the remainder of items
may be seen at the Housing Authority
Maintenance Building located at 402 Ash
Street on Friday, August 11, 1995 between
800 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Bids must be sealed and delivered to
reach the Housing Authority office, located
at 716 Nash Drive, Murray, KY 42071, by
2:15 p.m., August 11th, at which time the
public bid opening will be conducted. Items
purchased must be paid for immediately
following bid opening,and picked up no later
than 3:30 p.m. on the date of the sale.
The Housing Authority reserves the right
to reject any and all bids, if deemed to be in
the best interest of the Housing Authority.
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020
Notice

filotIcs

HOUSE Of Clothes where
ft 00 buys what you need
Shorts leans t shirts dresses work pants Mon thru
Fn, 1701 N 121 Bypass
Phone 753-6981 Sat Sun
13 miles from Murray on
464 489-2243

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros di
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

k4ONEY. career marriage
or family problems
759-2295

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Dew
280
285 mobile Home Lots for Pent
Business Pent0i1
330
Wont To Pent
310
Aportments For Pent
320
(Zooms For Pent
330
Houses For Rant
340
300
PO( Pent or Lease

PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-876-7398 $500 flat
fee or gift

nClassifieds
I_Office Open-1
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday

UNCOVER THOSE
Do you know what's hidANCIENT
ing in your closets,
RELICS
Items you no longer use
or need can be turned
into cash by placing a
classified ad with us
Call Nowl

L

edger s'Times

753-1916

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding
No Job Too Small

40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

NOTICE
If you have brought in pictures
to the Classified Dept. for birthdays, Grandparent's Day &
etc. please stop by and pick
them up.
Thank You
Classified Dept.
GREY'S PROPERTIES CAN HELP YOU WITH

A LOAN PROGRAM.
• GUARANTEED HOUSING LOANS AVAILABLE NO
DOWN PAYMENT, MAY INCLUDE CLOSING COST -30
YEAR FIXED RATE. 30 DAY CLOSING
• WE CAN GET YOU PRE QUALIFIED IN ABOUT IS
MINUTES
• THERE'S A LOAN PROGRAM AVAILABLE. WHETHER
YOU ARE A 1ST TIME BUYER OR A HOME BUYING
VETERAN WE CAN HELP
CALL US, WE HAVE A NOME WAITING FOR YOUl
759-2032
753-9770
759-2001
(LYNDA)
(EDWINA)
(OFFICE)

SERVICES

000

10
).
&amen Services
Hearing & Cooling
Services Offere0

230
250
293
530

al el rr

TRANSPORTAIION
Mototcycies
ALPO Services
Auto Ports
Used Cons
Vons
„lux" Trucks
Campers
BOOTS & MOTOrs

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

40
50
55
00
05
70
80
95
200
210
220
240
200
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
Fa So4 or Troop
Wont To Buy
AdicIes For Soie
APPliOnc es
HOme Fut.-141'1,Na
Antiques
VOCuurn Clioners
Sewing Moceines
Heovy Ect_soment
Sports ECt.apment
Feewooct
Musico'
scehoneous
T V 8 Podo
Pen & Suppl.es

REAL ESIAIE SALES
2 _
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

or Sue or
Horne —
Pool Ello'e
Lake Protie')
Lots For 'lames Fo'
HOMes For Su

WANTE
victual tr
baby,
8 30arn
759-43€

mode.

OFFICE HOURS.,

MISCELLANEOUS
Publ.0 Sae
For
Free Co
Won'e,,)

410
540
560
570

WAITRI
baker
ri pensi
S 12th

Lodger & Times will be responsible for only ono Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported Immediately so corrections Can be

ABSOL
dean yi
Experie
:all Kur

Mon.-M. 8 o.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 o.M.-11 0.M.
• Doodfirmw ors 2 days
in ;advance!

NEED
cleaned
reteren
753-48E
WILL d
some cic
evening
474-213

One
Help
Wanted

Nabs

Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers ore requested to
check the first insedion of
Melt ods tor ciny *nor Murray

CALL 753-1916

IMPLOYMENI
Help Wonted
ac ore
Domestic &
Snieohor "Jr's('
Buaness Opporranity
instruction
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111. TUXEDO'S

(COLORTYME)

under new management and at a
new location.
607 S. 4th St.

accepting
Now
applications for
Delivery Specialist/Account Manager Trainee. Full
time position that
includes delivery,
pickup and cusservice.
tomer
Come pin the always growing and
exciting Rent-toOwn industry. Immediate opening
in Murray at 408
N. 12th St.

753-8809
Our name says it all.
ATTENTION Be a host
family' Scandinavian,
European, South American
and Asian high school students arriving August with
spending money and insurCALL EMILIE
ance
( 5 0 2 )8 3 3 - 3 2 2 9
1 -800-SIBLING
CWI customers Bud Stew
arts no longer with CWI
Workers were canceled
under new management If
trash is missed call
1 317-574 4380 ask for
Dallas

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
With
Custodial Care
Medicare's new guide
lines for corfinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever
For Isar
Information c-alt•

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"-se local dare service'
DEPRESSION, stress.
PMS. aging. menopause
Counseling center
759-2295
FORGOTTEN Thyme
herbs and everlastings
Wed- Sat 9-6 753-2171 2
miles down Old Murray
Pans Rd
STAY at home mom new to
Murray seeks other stay at
home morns with children
10-18mos to form mom
support kids play group If
interested please cotact
Karen at 759-4298
STOLEN Weed Eater
practically new 20' Poulan
cham saw, 2 ceiling fans,
still in box Good reward, all
leads confidential
753-5344
WEIGHT loss stop smoking and bad habits
759-2295

ofin
Help
Wanted
1 DRIVERS NEEDED No
experience needed no
training required to be pre
hired to fill 117 driving fobs
Representative in your
area this week taking apish
Call today
cations
1 800-999-4317
1TRUCK DRIVERS You
can be home every
weekend operating only
Southeast region while
earning up to 29c per mile
Call Beech Trucking
1 800 399 3902 EOE
2TRUCK DRIVERS
NEEDED to operate 48
states No Canada Haul
dry freight No HazMat Er
cellent pay A benefits Mini
mum 1yr OTR experience
Call Continental Express
1 800-6954473
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753 2334
CAll today for
DRIVER
OTFL'shorthaul home
weekly (shorthaul) Starting
pay up to 32emile 2500me
wk (longhaul) & top notch
benefits Burlington Motor
Carriers
I 800 JOIN BMC EOE

Afk.
•,.a..f• Law,

Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance
pany

Com-

has one full

time crew chief position available. Applicant must be able to
drive

a

standard

transmission

and

have a valid driver's
license. Calls will be
taken between 4 and
6

p.m. only.
753-5726.

A MEDICAL office looking
for a part lime person with
nursing experience Please
send resume to P 0 Box
1040U, Murray, Ky 42071

AVON sell at work, home
anywhere' Be your own
boss' Earn 50%
1 - 800 8 4 7 - 5 3 3 8
1-800-878-2952 Ind/Rep

APPLICATION Programmer, Information Systems
Position to begin Septem•
ben 1995 Qualifications
Bachelor's degree required Two years experience in an IBM mainframe
environment including COBOL, CICS, and JCL also
required REXX experience
preferred. Responsibilities
Analyze administratNe system problems under direct
supervision, modify procedures necessary for system
changes program. filIC1.1
ment and install new sys
terns study manuals texts
and tutorials as necessary
to obtain the required expertise on administrative
software tools Salary 20K
Application Deadline August 23, 1995 To Apply
Send resume and names of
three professional references to Neal Patterson.
Sr Systems Analyst, Infor
mabon Systems, Murray
State University, PO Box 9
Murray, Ky 42071-0009
Murray State University is
an equal education and
employment opportunity,
WE'D, AA employer

BABYSITTER needed to
care for 6mos old in my
home in Benton, 3 days per
week, non-smoker only
527-5507

Apply in person at Racers
Coastal Station Barn-2pm.
10th .5 Chestnut, Murray
Afternoon 8 midnight shift
COOK for daycare center
40hrs a week Call Janice
Mother
for interview
Goose Learning Center
Mayfield 247-4781 after
5 30pm 247-7541

BINDERY worker- commercial printer, full time
general worker Apply in
person Pnnting Services 8
Supplies, 102 N 4th St.,
Murray, Ky
COMPUTER techn
full time, entry level
lion Bring resume tea°
may
Age 314 Main St
DRIVERS NEEDED No
experience necessary No
cost training available to
those who qualify Many
companies ready to piehire $30,000 potential For
more information call
1-800-525-3237.

Michelson Jewelers has a rare but immediate opening for
an experienced bench
jeweler. Minimum of
5 years experience,
skill tests will be required for all applicants. Resumes welcome to: MJC, One
Blvd.,
Executive
Suite 335, Paducah,
Ky. 42001.

* Quality Sound & Lighting glace 1980 *

Sound Wave Productions
Mobile DJ and Sound Reinforcement Services
Quality sound and lighting for all occasions
Hundreds of song titles available in all styles
of music from the 50's to the present

For Bookings Call

753-2981

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE

THRU AGE 80

No Physical Examinations
I! you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
age 50
age 55

age
age
age
age

MALE
$1161
1415

FEMALE
$920
1090

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
13 09
17 50
60
15 54
21 78
65
19 33
27 31
70
26 18
38 77
75
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

Guidance
Counselor
Elementary

school
for
the
position
1995-1996 school
year. Position is for
185 days per year.
Preference will be
given to individuals
that can administer
individual psychoassesslogical
Minority
ments.
applicants are encouraged to apply
for this position.
Contact the Calloway County Board
at
Education
of
502-753-3033. The
County
Calloway
Board of Education
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

DRIVERS/1 Yr OTR
Company/TearrilOwner
dial 1-800-441-4953 for top
pay/miles/hometown 85%
drop/hook 8 93% no touch
Profit Sharing
DRIVERS NEEDED for regional flatbed operation
Home
$30.000
weekends and thru the
eek Family medical/
dental Paid vacations, one
year OTR required WABASH
VALLEY
1-800-246-6305
DRIVERS/OTR paid time
at homer Recerve bonuses
up to $2300 the 1st year
Competitive pay 8 benefits
Call Chuck at Jolliff TransInc
portation,
1-800-873-FAS-I
DRIVERS over the road
35 states Flat with sides
late model conventionals 3
years experience Start
30eflotle • benefits Call
800-444-6648
DRIVERS Start 25c to
29c/mile Horne every 9 to
12 days Free medical
dental. retirement Paid
vacation Excellent bonuses Spouse ride,' program Interesbed, Hornady
Line
Truck
1-800-648-9664

ESTABLISHED lawn me
vice needing fulltime help
Phone 753 6986
FULL time position for a
short order cook at Pam s
Deli Apply at 410 Main St
No phone calls please
Hours are 7 30am 3 30pm
Mon Fn

GET PAID TO SHOP 1 $347
WEEKLY As •Mystery
Shopper' for local stores
Check friendliness cleanliness Shop for T V's,
clothes, morel WE PAY
FOR IT YOU KEEP ITI
Apply, send SASE Shoppers,9852W Katella, Dept
168-418A Anaheim, CA
92804

FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators in your wee
Part-time his fulltime pay
over 803 earns Celebrating
our 40th anniversary Calf
1 800 488 4875

BE YO
POe•Sibie
$8003 i
proces
claims h
viders
quired !
plus co
a v a
1-800-7

WANTED carpenters helper for info Call 492 8723

BECOMI
scriptiort
work at
typing
study
PCDI,
800-36
YYJ742

First Day Of SCh001-ThurS.,Aug.17,1995
Enroll Now Grades K-6
Located at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elementary

437-4432

753-6487

ALWAYS
HAWK!!
FOR YC
OfFIC
CHES'
502-753-

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling

IBM XT
$150 DE
$75 Sm
able Spel
ter $65

Locations Coast to Coast

MEDICAL office looking for
a part time X-Ray Tech
Please send resume to
P0 Box 1040T, Murray,
KY 42071

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)

CLA

Elva, ir
McCrac
1.9 mil,
From ft
Road (I

/ ALPINE

NOW accepting applications for part time service
station attendant Apply at
641 Shell 516 S 12th St

ockrord
)

rosclakt

•
Clarion

NOW hinng Southern Baptist workers needed for
school based school age
day care program Week
day hours 620- 7 45am
and 3i30- '5 30pm High
school diplorna/GED and
love for children required
Call 753-6487 before
8 30pm

PART time maintenance.
starting pay $5 50/hr Lawn
skills required Apply at Hilldale Apt office Hardin, KY
between 7am 3pm Mon
Fri 437-4113 EOE

ter probation period Pro
(Suction pay can make up to
$7 75/hr after 30 days with
company Apply in person
at Mid- America Homes
Inc , Hwy 641 Bypass Ben42025
KY
ton,
Mid 502-527-5006
America Homes rs an Equal
Opportunity Employer

A Southern
Baptist School

t4:—

$HELP Wanted$ Experienced carpenters & laborers needed for 2yr project
Apply in person Ray Bell
Construction, field office,
Lot Si Gilbert Graves Dr ,
Murray, KY

EARN $1000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES INFORMA
TION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STERLING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167 ORLANDO, FL
32814

PROOUCTiON PERSONNEL Day shift benefits af-

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY

HEATING 8 cooling ductwork installers Paid holidays 8 vacations
435-4699

PAINTERS must have 2yrs
experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Blacks Decorating Center
701 S 4th St , Murray
502-753-0839

EXPERIENCED office
manager for busy medical
practice Competitive
wages 8 benefits excellent
working atmosphere Mail
or drop off resume to Dr
Monte Finch, 300 So lilth
St Suite 181W Murray Ky
42071

PRESCHOOL 8 child care
worker, 40/hrs Mother
Goose Learning Center
Inc , Mayfield Phone for
& interview
appt
502-247-4781 ask for Ja247 7541 after
502
nice
5 30pm

FULL time employees
needed for production line
and/or delivery Excellent
pay, steady hours Call
5 0 2 - 4 7 4 8 3 4 6 for
interview

DRIVERS Teams up to
35cimi to start in '94-95
conventional Protective
runs in automotive lanes
SOLOS up to 27 Semi to
start 1,200 mile average
length of haul CELADON
also offers 'Pay for prey'
ous experience •Air ride
equipment •Great benefits
diem
per
'Daily
800-729-9770 Dept
CE 5H- F730

EARN an average of $8/hr
PaPa Johns Pizza is now
hiring delyery drivers If
you're 18yrs or older have
a valid drivers license auto
insurance good driving re
cord 8 have access to a car
you can be on the move
with PaPa Johns Cash bo
nus to experienced delrvery
drivers that apply A are
heed by Mon Aug 21 Min
employment 3 mos or bet
ter All shifts 8 feeble hours
available Apply in person
at Dixieland Center
Murray

POSITION available to
auto detail shop Supervisor, toll time year around
employment Experience
necessary, references
must be furnished
4374127

nght an
snd go:
mile to
Church:
Mr. Jew

s
Tapes

.:E:112.r2(1:1=1:1=1 Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

1980 JE
/10'
harrow,
sheLler
Intermit
Chevy
baler,
metal fe
double
shank c
plows.
wheel r
mower,
middle

753-0113

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
.
Anytime By Appointment

PART-Time salesman
basic construction knowledge needed Work own
hours potential growth
available Must have own
vehicle call 753-0834 to
set up appi

4 pc hi
alurnino
I"- drill

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices

V. Me, CA

hand pi
wheel(
table,6
of draw,
old box
new wa
°GUMm,
kerosen
quilts, i
rraLl, di
camera
pool fr
tweets°

Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

,janE

PART time ioti lpm 6pm
M-F Send resume to P0
Box 1040el Murray, Ky
42071

k
c•Va tte

bance cStudio

.
Lr
‘

PART time Avon No door
to door Let talk money'
$8 15/hr Immediate oppor
tunibesavailade Save mo
nay and receive an income
1 800 735 5286 lndepen
dent Representative

& Gyntruzstics

Call Now
Ages 3 & up

903 Arcadia
(acrora from City Park)

161
11

753-0605

4
fisher-Price

In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts.
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150
eto Equal Oppriounity Employer All/F4YV

• W.

Proparis
jack, nu
strip wi
thermor
rakes; I
spray II,
sockets/
T come
riding r
19560
Harring
pump s
Auction
mately
collects,
P'..P•rer
dnvel
TERMS
Noe reef
of sale
Refresh

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TRUCKERS
INEXPERIENCED corn
pare our Parting r train at
our trainng centers •No
payments •Paid lodging
'Pad treating alter comple
ton • Guaranteed employ
merit BUILDERS TRANS
PORT 1 800 822 3644
Est 06

13/
Wed to
(Non of
Murray
bo
Ine-or1 ono(
rrunodican be

WAITRESS hostess take
baker dishwashers Apply
Si person Dumplin s 305
S 12th Si, Murray
WANTED responsible individual to care for Etmo old
baby, our home Mon Wed
8 30am r1000 references
759-4363

ANTIQUES by I.pool Or
collecaons 753-9433 da
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
4928646 days 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
WANT to buy Antiques &
collectibles Coca-Cola
1*MS aVII war artifacts
stone whskey lugs with ad
vertsing, gas & 04 adverts
wig, glassware, old toys
etc Phone 753-3633 ass
tor Lar

070
Domestic
Childcare

Li R5

i p.m.
1 0.M.

ABSOLUTELY clean, Wit
clean your home or othce
Experienced, references
Call Kim 753-5807

ATS Inc offers RCA 18
digital satellite dish big
screen televisions over
175 channels buy direct
NEED your house and SAVE Call today for
cleaned? Call me, Have free color catalog
references After 5pm I 800-553-5443
753-4883
BACHELORS chest w
WILL do house cleaning bookcase and matching
some odd lobs Call days & desk *bookcase dk peevenings Betty and Nancy can exc cord $150
759 1365 after 5
474 2131

trays

I PERSONbenefits al
period Pro
Imaise up to
30 days with
ly in person
ica Homes
3y pass Ben
4 20 2 5
Mid)06
is IS an Equal
mPloYof

ton
Business
OPPortualY
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Possbie $2500 part time
$8000 full time monthly,
processing insurance
claims for healthcare providers Investment required Software purchase
plus computer Financing
available
1-800-722 SAMS

penters hel
492-8723

BOGARD Trucking and Ex
cavating, Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
8-4pm. 753-2446
BOW HUNTING EQUIPMENT Bow hunters discount warehouse.
America's largest archery
supplier, stocks over 5,000
bow hunting items at
20-40% off retail Call
1-800-735-2697 for free
160 page catalog
FOR sale 2 horse-horse
trailer, $900, see at 209
Call
Pine, Murray
753-1129

110
Instruction
BECOME a medical tran
scoptiordst Opportunity to
work at home or in office
typing for doctors Home
study Free literature
P C DI, Atlanta. Georgia
800-362-7070 Dept
YYJ742
120

FOR sale almost new wed
ding dress Call 759-2541
or 759-9215 leave
message
GOOD clean used lawn
mowers, clearance prices,
J D Cub. Sears & others
Hutson Ag Equipment
247-4456
GOOD running riding mowers. $150- $250, push
mower, $50 753-8292

Computers

ALWAYS CHECK WITH
HAWKINS RESEARCH HONDA 200 3 wheeler,
FOR YOUR COMPUTER electric start, shaft dove
& OFFICE NEEDS. 1304-E reverse, $500 753-8292
CHESTNUT
ST.
LEAF blower for sale Call
502-753-7001.
759-9839 after 4pm ask for
IBM XT COMPATIABLE David
$150 Daisy wheel printer
ser$75 Smith Corona eras- LOG HOMES Design
able spell checker typewri- vices FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
ter $65 354-9150
HOMES,3855 Clay County
Highway Dept CK Moss,
Tennessee 38575
(800)231-3695

CLASSIFIED

AUCTION

1E
pfrak

Tapes
CD's
r Audio
/usic
753-0113

IT CO.

42071
70 p.m.
Y

.ow Prices

your pri'enienCe.

I.

L

ins are now
aing shifts:
noon work

night work
$5.30 for 8
include a

&Naha
For Sato

Trani
To Buy

Help
Wanted

Saturday, Aug. 12, 1995 • 10 ant.
Elva, Kentucky, From Hwy. 68, near Marshall and
McCracken County line, turn onto Bryant Ford Road. Go
1.9 miles and turn left. Then go 2.3 miles to tale site.
From Benton, Kentucky,turn aired light onto Syrnsonia
Road (Hwy. 348). Go approrumately 7 miles to Oak
Level-Elva Road (just part Woodside Mfg. Co.). Turn
nght and go 8/10 mile to Minter Road. Turn right again
and go 2/10 mile. Turn left onto Barnes Road and go 7/10
mile to sale sae_ (Next door to Elva Missionary Baptist
Church). There will be directional signs.
Mr. Jewell and Mrs. Ruby Minter are moving to the City!
FARMING EQUIPMENT
1980 JD 2640 tractor (1684 hr.); 1973 Chevy lone truck
*II0' bed; calf feeders; hay rings; salt trays; hog feeders;
harrow, Ford 10' wheel disk; hydraulic cylinder; corn
sheller, JD 1/5 mower-, Harps PTO seeder; 4-row
International corn drill; post hole digger, sides for Ford/
Chevy l'hT truck; New Holland Model 78 square hay
baler; watering troughs; hand fuel pumps; approx. 150
metal fence posts; metal gate; 300 gal. fuel tank on stand;
double roller culupacker; 9' International wheel disk; 6
shank chisel plow; 4/12" Ford plows; 3/16- Ferguson
plows; 14' stock trailer, Mcdello P4/74 side delivery
wheel rake; shop-made 18' flat bed trailer. Heston P17
mower calditioner; JD hay rake; treated corner posts; JD
middle buster cultivator, bull clamps.
ANTIQUES/HOUSEHOLD
4 pi,. hardrock maple bedroom suite, drop-leaf table,
aluminum water pitcher; pressure cooker. McCoy cookie
Jar, drink jiggle, from Irvin Cobb Motel; milk pitcher;
water cooler, cornbread pan; toaster oven; 3-gal churn;
hand -painted lamp wimarble base; misc. fans/heaters,
white Jenny Lynn bed; Ken Holland prints; Waterfall sq.
table,6 chain, buffet dr china cabinet; wall mirror; chest
of drawers; pink depression glass; old bottles; blue vase;
old bowls; Singer sewing machine; Kenmore vacuum;
new wardrobe & bookcase; microwave & stand; cabinet;
occasional tables; couch & chair, end/coffee tables;
kerosene lamp N./bolder; half beds; Lazy Boy chair,
quilts, including wool quilt; old make stand; sausage
mill; dutch oven skillet; tv stand; Brownie Fiawkeye
camera (works); kitchenware; GE reIngerator, Whirlpool freezer, round dinette table; metal cabinet; 7'
fireplace mantel; Maytag washer/dryer.
MISCELLANEOUS
Propane tanks; Lawn chairs; electric fencers; handyman
rack; nuts, bolts, washers; Skill saw; Handy Dandy 200
amp welder, hand tools; pump-up sprayer, Pepsi/RC
thermometers Sears 1 HP air compressor, shovels, hoes,
rakes; David Bradley chain saw; garden seeder, paint
spray ng; electrical wiring; barbed wire; jumper cables;
sockeu/ratchent, battery charger. frahing equipment;
corne-a-long; pipe vise; push mower, Sears 12 HP
riding mower; porch swing; aluminum scoop shovel,
1956 Dicey & 1955 Oldsmobile (junk); chicken waterer
Harrington & Richards .22 bolt action rile; lihaga 12 ga
pump shotgun "and morel!
Auctioneer's Note, Mr. Minter operated an approximately 300-acre farm and has opted to sell his lifetime
collection. Only a partial listing. Plenty of shade, so be
prepared to stay all day l'his sale is definitely worth the
dnvell
TERMS. Cash or check with proper I. D.
Not responsible for accidents. Announcements made day
of sale take precedence over printed material
Refreshments available,
SALE CONDUCTED BY -

Mobile
Horses For Rent

NICE mane wedding band
must see to appreciate
436-2906

300-lb PURE lead and
electric melt pot $50
759 1365 after 5

METAL BUILDINGS Save
thousands immediate
price quickest delivery,
factory to you most economical saes erection
available Value Express
Buildings 1 800 452 6133
(PLANT)

8 AMF pool table 3. slate
6mo old with all access
including light 753-4831

MOTORCYCLE helmets
steel toe work boots hunt
wog boots camouflage do
thing Jerry Sporting
GoOdS Mayfield

210
Arwood

PRESSURE CLEANERS
PSI 1760 $199, 2000 $399
3000 $699, 3500 $899
Factory direct tax-tree
prompt delivery Since
1972 Call 24hrs FREE ca
talog I 800 333 WASH
(9274)
ROPER 14HP hydrostatic
lawn tractor, 38'cleck etc
c,ond must sell Sacrifice at
$1200 Mc. 759-1365 after

5
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
SMITH Mattress Factory
Symsonia,
Ky
502-851-3160 We can
build any size mattress,
SPA 66 round x26* deep
roomy hi level bench seating for 4-6 adults or 6'6
square x 27- deep Lounge
contoured benches for 4-5
adults Call 753-6001
SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS CommercialHome Units From $199
Buy factory direct and
SAVE , Call Today for
FREE NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197
SUNTANA tanning bed
very low hours, $350 worth
of brand new 20 minute
bulbs, like new, $1,500
753 2339
TANNING beds commercial units at home unit
prices 502-753-1300
TREADMILL excellent condition, $150 Antique sewing machine & cabinet
753-9475
TROY 6hp Rototiller,
electric start used very
lade new engine middle
buster, $795 Airgometer
top of the line as new, $100
Magic Chef electric drop in,
black cook top iron eyes,
very dean, $50 753-2200

FIREWOOD also tree set
vice 436-2562

BALDWIN Fan Fipe deluxe
organ excellent condition
759-9835

3n0

Do.
,J

837 Ness
Das,
-NIT] Austin In -u, Ai

Business
Rentals

AFFORDABLE and beaut
hut Smoky Mountain Log 1000 SC/ FT OFFICE
Chapel Everything propace or small business
vided including formal wear p1
ty of parking
and cabins Free video-with ..ZW: 6106 753-3258
photo album Christian My
COMMERCIAL property
nistry (1 800-262 5683)
office or retail 917 ColdwaMARRY ON A MOUNTAIN, ter Rd lease deposit &
Be married in a secluded references required $325
new hilltop chapel sur- 753 6069 leave message
rounded by trees and
DOWNTOWN office space
Smoky Mountain views, No
across from courthouse
blood test waiting period,
$175i'mo including all utili1-930-729-4365
ties Also nice suite of ofMYRTLE Beach Resort fices with windows,
Vacation Rentals Studios, $595,mo including all utilone, two bedroom condos ties 753-1266
Daily/weekly rates plus god
OFFICE or business 1000
packages Summer vacansq ft 308N 12th next to
cies remain! Now booking
Faye's 753-9212
winter monthly rentals,
1-800-448-5653
OFFICE or retail building
zoned B2 approx 1600 sq
SMOKY MTN MEMO- ft. NE corner 13th & PopRIES Intimate, chapel ad- lar Call 753-6001
joining National Park
WEDDINGS simple to OFFICE space for rent,
elegant-Photographs flow- $350/mo plus deposit Ceners gazebo, video, lodging tury 21 Loretta Jobs RealOrdained Minister no blood tors 753-1492 ask for Tina
tests, No waiting 1 -800-258 6797
Want
WEDDING CHAPEL New
To Rant
beautiful, romanfic, located
in Pigeon Forge on the RETIRED military family
Parkway No blood test no moving to Calloway County
waiting Simple to elegant, wards to rent 3,4br house
candlelight, photographs, Call 753-0896
ordained minister
1-800-408-8577
120
Apartmsnis
WEDDINGS
OLDFor tient
FASHIONED Candlelite

NMI

ceremonies Smoky Mountains chapel. overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg
HORSE DRAWN CARRIAGE, Cabins Jacuzzis
Ordained Ministers Complete arrangements No
test/waiting HEARTLAND
1-800-448 VOWS (8697)

ZENITH TV 35* console
stereo pic/pic terrific plctu,re $950 Call between
5pm & apm 753-2651

12x55 1968 REGE centre
ha, 2br, house type roof
489-6079
1994 CLASSIC 16x80 like
new, 3br, 2 baths
435-4548
WE move mobile homes for
the public Today's Homes
Benton, Ky 502 527 5645

1 2,3BD acts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
days 753-0606 after 5pm
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2 3BR apt, 901 Sunny
Lane $350/mo 753-3415
or 753-7123
2BR apt, appliances included. $350/mo plus deposit 753-8598 leave
message
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, 1 br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income. 658 older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity_
502-354-8888
NOW taking applications
for Section Blow rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

FEMALE roommate look
wig to share space aria
expenses Oupier 7 miles
from campus environment
is serene bean and or
dimly Must eraoy indoor
cats neutered completely
declawed and wall
groomed Dog very love
able provides companion
ship and protection Prefer
individual who understands
tie demands of college and
work Duplex a completely
furnished, need only bed
room furnishings Amen,
ties include dishwasher
washer & dryer satellite
full 5120 attic and deck
Expenses $18000 • uoli
Des lelectnc only) Space
available mid August, prior
to tall semester Murray
State University Please
leave name, number and
the time of day you can be
reached Thank you
753-8607
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1 2br apart
ments Apply in person
Mon Fri
1 30pm 4pm
1409 Duigiud Dr

PUREBRED Rat Tomer
puppies Ready to go
530rea 753-2293

Produce
OZARK Goa and Gala ap
pies Also Damson plums
Call 753 9468 or 7534725

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

IT

COUNTRY blue & white
stnped sofa, loveseat 2
end 1 coffee 1 sofa table 2
country blue print wing
chairs All excellent condi
son 753-9561

*

KING size waterbed Sealy
body scent mattress 12
drawer pedestal mirrored
headboard $300 obo
492-8156
QUEEN waterbed with new
heater, mattress not included $150 753-7195
SOFA and matching chair,
taupe with blue and rust,
wood trim, excellent condition, $250 for both
753-6526 after 4pm
SOLID Maple four poster
bed frame only, excellent
condition $103 753 9404
SOLID oak white finish dinette table & chairs $300
Large solid oak coffee table
& 2 end tables $285 Call
753-564.4 after 5pm

TENNESSEE LCENSE 10548 OFFCE LICENSE MS
KENTUCKY LCENSE "101523
ill

CLASSIFIEL)

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12 00, for

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 199;

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

BUSINESS LIQUIDATION AUCTION
Saturday, August 12, 1995 • 10 a.m.
ClIteCtiOni: highway 68 1 60.1 ine "V' in Aurora, Ky, Marshall County Watch la signs!!!
H 4 H Trading is going out at business and they ate morsig to CIocken County, Tenn.
• ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES •
Arbon* glass, Mk Meets Ina ars green n-oon and Pars button and Oases oedema hobrer paper ybas,
*Mabry decanters. churns, Avon bottle* arbor gags came,a gar*. value move proyectoc heed
phones sandwich glass, stone jug. bass meow wooden name. Ion& boxes. records book. collecoras
books. Fleecier* Opest books. Anne. Pester ced rocikat and rrsph mcw•I

-- PERSONAL - Long Guns Consigned -Reeeeion Aramaic model 742 30-0-8 welt scope. Savage autornatp 12 ga, modal 745 on a greeir,,,ip
oaten, SKS 762138 Ike mew, Savage) rroodei 110.7 rrs1 magnum Mossberg. rvioclel 4522 bolt actor.
Mcesterg 20 pa pump. Sonngtoeld 12 ga. doublet:kernel, Marlon 22 auto Ronangton 870 12 ga (Marlin ever
action, 36 or Winchester 22 ano rtlhe
2 HOMES for rent near
Kirksey, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher provided. Wd
hook-up, water furnished,
gas heat, central air detached garage, no pets, de
posit, lease, references
753-6723

Call ON Chlidt asy st me

NOTICE, Family dwelling
rental property owners
Free service for locating
renters for your rental property Contact Black & Associates 753-5246 Owners
with property presently
under lease should contact
us with rental information
so we can keep it on file arid
have renters waiting for you
when your property be
comes available All renters
will be screened for pay
ment history and property
condition after completion
of previous rental aggree
merits Customized rental
aggreements also avail
able to protect you and your
property

No resspreass tor scodwe Arro.naenwra fta:•• ow,oi sais lea rs.....roo 0 mr.r.

HATCHETT AUCTION & REAL ESTATE
401 E. 8th St. • Benton, Ky. 42025 • (502) 527-2044
C.K. HATCHETT, Auctioneer and Broker

3BR 2 blocks from Murray
Middle School & hospital
Stove & refrigerator, quiet
neighborhood no pets,
$450/mo, $450 deposit
753-3445 after 6pm

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Fri., August 18, 1995 at 5 p.m.
Front Murray, Ky., take 94 West approx. 4 miles to &talon. Watch tor signs.
•
4
,

Ii.

t

NM
is

Ti- v Dom brick
,,s, living room,
• , 3 bodroo•
Grimm :,., ..
room, eat-, •• ,„nen, storm •,;,•-, - .. :y water, natural
gas and cable, outside storage, also a large block shop appro. 40' wide and
approx. 60'long that has been used for a service station and clean up shop, paved
front, Southwest school district, 10 minutes from Murray The house and shop will
be sold together.
arm& 20% down day of auction EYace in 30 days and pa.55.mg Of deed
This auction held jotney wit,

,

Paschall Real Estate

LEASE to hunter 300 acre
wildlife
refuse
502-753-1300

Livestock

& stepleo
6yr GREY Polish Arabian
gelding trained western
pleasure, very pretty
247-7903
7yr Old Red Dun Quarter
Horse registered
489 2005 nights
COW hay clover,' grass
Si 50 bale 753-2294
HORSES for sale saddles
& bridles
$2 500
489-2570
180
Pets
& Supplies
14 YEAR old 7891543(1)d
Chocolate Labrador Re
ewer $103 492 8824
W

411 HWY. 79, DOVER, TN. 37058
615-232-5150

Cant* It Rain

— VEHICLES • BOAT • LAWN & GARDEN —
Gas can,8 hp rotary new tyne lees'Poo...band. 87p Snapp*,nclog mower • Cresmen mien sass' 1982
S.10 V-8 5,0.0 7 in0111 pihdkAQIII, new 5ree, Coal TO0, tra.e., air comptessor. 1982 Dodge LotanP

370

'In Business Since 1966"

BOGARD REALTY
& AUCTION CO.

college suppltes

ROOM in town $125.mo
753-8292

RENTAL space now aval
able East Side Boat Mini
storage 759-9835

Announcement/ made bay of sale take
issuer:ono& over prnted manor

TUFFED back sofa, 2
chairs Bargain 753-6239 *
or 753-9627

7 a.m
Clothes knock knack!,

Rooms
For Root

PROFESSIONAL office
space for rent, 100 N 5th
St Call 759-2197 for
informason

LOCATION, ritazionrv L....1rd Armory in Tennessee Hoge
DIRECTIONS: Frorr Dover. 114 take Hwy 49 lowartl Err
From Enn take Hwy 49 towed Dover From C.lantsslie
Pam area cane le Dove( or Err and Idlow teaches
UST:6Chsocandate Main,ob table, tOpiecestane0 glass,
halt stand. Wldgesxd pottery, oak diawlear table, pally rnoid,
6 rolling pre.pone table.5 rmanors,)water bdtbes. enamel
tooi cleaner chest, bread bins, barley twat t°aboard.prints ,
bogey, wabrotes, 3 stools, barley twat slietioard, barley
twist chars, betray Yin table, 4 oak chars, oak pressed bath
than, ciedits, sr:let:card, oalr chest, oak seaboard, Queer
Anne sedetoard,0a drawirrai table, oar harstand, round oak
table behaved Sterley Bros oak post dies window, oak
le/ters table herr dd Tennessee bank. china cabnets.
grandmother dock, tan desk, bed cabinet chairs galore.
-ens chars,
several chests,carer cabinet, nacord calomel, we
barley twist labres, &areal tide high bad, don,Whbsor
char desk, sewing rracnines, carved sdeboard, bee Cisy
board, pewter leapct, cod boa, C4ivnryal rug arid', barley
hest ismo 5 !ming bomb, peaty mugs, washboard, wet
set cheese dish, 2 rely reads, Saute ga dock tray stand,
cod.tar lane Carnival gibs Gems mire bureau,, kerb/insole,
rir
various
r ^vis,ng beat pearl nay
dbie and chairs walnut
cabessi
•-•
I pottery, oar abis
Jade. lode gnnitlers, several
L. ors. sore be coon, ml
lunChss
Ads, rrdi glass cream and sugar set,
were •
ard

DINING table & 6 chairs
Italian oak reovencial style
$175 Uniroyal tire for pickup truck, 15in Call
753-3695

301 N. 16th
Sal, Aug 12

HOUSEHOLD & FURNITURE
Danes, cups curtains, s betel, marble consolable, and tables, cabinet. pOPPOrn Poppers, Mectric healers.
&mien, two (2) Neck 8 area TVs, char covc,, rocker. rade Clock. cannrsters. plastic moms nangnii
baelkets, dorm reingeratot, lamps 1950s pouree and tram., elect, .1 dela canopy poem bed. stove
relnowea, and clothes dryer

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Carte
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13, 1995
AT 1:30 P.M.
FABULOUS ANTIQUES
FROM AMERICA, ENGLAND
& EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Sorority House

Terry Paschall, Broker — 435-4011
Dan Miller, Auctioneer — 435-4144

AUCTION

COUCH, chair, recliner in *
good condition, also metal
desk 753-48.31

Yard Sale
Alpha Gamma Dolts

Only $6 A Week!

NICE duplex Northwood
753-0900

VERY nice 2br 1 bath du
plex with carport appliances furnished, central
gas ha, $475,i'mo, 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit no
pets 753-2905

PEACHES Cresthaven
and &moos large tasty
Freestone vanoties from
Dale Bremer: Orchard or
Metropolis II Are now avail
able in Murray on 641
South everyday These are
truly tree ripened fabulous
peaches Early Elberta
be available on a Smiled
basis him a leer days then
they will be abundant El
berta Queen (the old fash
ioned Elberta) will be ripe
appro. August 10 Variety
Sweet Sue arid variety Fi
nate are turning color will
be available in approx 10
days Variety Encore the
last peaches of tie year will
be ripe in the Labor Day
time frame 618 524 5783

Attention
Classi ied Advertisers!

MUR CAL Apartments now
acoepOng applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

SHARE expenses in coun
try home $180 Per month
plus !A utilities deposit and
references pets possible
436-5572 or 753-5516

Produce

DOG obedience classes o
private Serving Iskiltay 14
years 436 2858

* * * * * * * *

4PC LIVING room suite
$350 753-0755

BENTON Antiques Colo
nal home, 13 rooms filled
to overflowing Something
for everyone budget 103
West 131 St , Benton, KY
502-527-5424, Tugs- Sat
10am- 5pm Sun lpm
SPrn

NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick
up & city water $100,mo
492-8488

lillsoellanaous

Antiques

Double D
Auction C,(3t

toymakers,

Moat*
How Lots For Rem

240

Moblki
Home* For Selo

SE RAINBOW vacuum, excellent condition, $600
Must sell 437-4338
ten
Norm
Furnishings

2 or 3br
SHADY Oaks
electric or gas Walking dis
5209
()paws
753
tame to

MOBILE Home Village
$80,rno water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

270

FOR sale
Kenmore
washer & dryer, $450 Ken
more trash compactor $200
used less than 3yrs Smal
dinette set 4 chars, $75
Call 753-2753 after 6pm

213R in nice park 5 miles
East ot Murray 492 6151

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

OLD bikes tor sake Call
759 9639 after 4pm
POOL CLOSEOUT, We're
overstocked and clearing
out our '95 pools at reduced
prices For example huge
19 x31'0 D Pool with sun
deck fence & filter now only
$959 complete, 100% fi
nancing, Hurry, Call now
toll free 1(800)759-6058
ask for Kelli Limited areal

Pita
& Supplies

12x60 NEWLY redecor
wed stove retregeralor
eight mules North lease de
posit reterenoes 5250rno
no pets 753-3942

13
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7wk old Dalmatian puppies
8mo old male Beagle
753 2605
AKC Registered Miniature
Schnauzer female 2mo
old 550 753 9649
FREE AKC Rotrweiler Fe
male, 11 months old very
loveable needs good
home wah space to run
Call
Jennifer
*1
759 9320(h)
or
762 4496(w)

I

BIG 2 DAY ESTATE AUCTION

Friday,August 11 and Saturday,August 12.1995 at 10:00 a.m.each day.
From Mayfield, KY: take Hwy. 121 South to Coldwater. KY.
From Murray, KY: take Hwy. 121 North to Coldwater, KY.
WATCH FOR AUCTION SIGNS
Mr. Truman Turner was a mechanic and a machinist. Will sells large stock
of new parts for cars, trucks & tractors. Mr. Turner closed his mechanic ahop
in the early to mid 60's and went full time machinist at General Tire. All parts
date from the 1930's to the 1960's. Most parts are still in boxes on shelves in
dry and good condition. Following is merely a partial listing!
• •,
Parts for these: Allis Chalmers, Austin Willeys 1933 to 1953, Buick parts
from 1937 to 1959, Cadillac, Chevrolet cars Is trucks 6 cyl. & 8 cyl parts from
1929 to 1963, Chrysler, Dodge, Plymouth, Desota from 1935 to 1952, Easel,
Mercury, Lincoln, Comet parts from 1932 to 1958,Ford cars,trucks & tractors
6 cyl. & 8 cyl., General Motors, Hupmobile 1935 to 1941, International
Harvester, Nash 1937 to 1954, Oldsmobile 6 cyl. & 8 cyl., from 1935 to 1947,
Packard & Hudson 1949 to 1955,Pontiac parte from 1934 to 1953, Studebaker
from 1939 to 1952.
Automotive parts: Automatic choke, brake shoes, brake shoe springs,
brake lining & brake sets, carburetor repair package, clamps, condensers,
dimmer switches, distributor caps, exhaust es intake valves, filters (air, oil &
gaiii, fuel pumps, gaskets, generator pu)leys, generators & armatures, head
lamps, hub cape, hydraulic brake cyl. assembly & stone, hydraulic valve
lifters, ignition harness & parts, light switch assembly, motor bearings,
mufflers & tailpipes, oil pump kit, oil presiure switch, oval head rivets,
pistons, printed material(guides, handbooks. mechanical dictionaries, polls
catalogs & books, service & repair manuals, tune-up manuals), points,
radiator fan blade, radiator hose, rocker arm assembly, rod bearings &
connecting rode, shift rod bearings, signal flasher, solenoid switches,
sparkplug wire set, speedometer cable & casing, springs, starter 'bushings,
drives, switcheel, stop light switches, thermostat adapter,thermostat', valve
(guides, locks, seals, tappets I, valves (inlet, intake, exhaust, lifter), vinyl neat
covers, voltage regulator, water pumps, wiper hose.
Automotive related: 3-ton chain fall with dollies, AP mu Mer pipe stand,
bench vise, Black Hawk floor jack, Champion spark plug tester, Champion
spark plug cleaner, end mills, free "Landing tube patcher, gasoline pump
hoses, Huberts large machine lathe with accessones, large Sun motor tester
with cabinet,large metal cutoff saw,large shop press,large free stand grinder,
manual type tire changer, metal welding table. P&II electric arc welder I 30 to
260 amps), pneurnatic grease canister, portable gas generator (Kohler), Polo
Power, rear end grease canister, storage cabinets_ Sun dual meters (2), table
acetylene generator torch, Lap & die set, tire weld vulcanizer, tire breakdown
tools, tool boxes (some on casters), torch (sight feed generator co), tractor
mowing blade knives, Waterbury hall power valve seal ineerter. Waterbury
valve grinding machines 121.
Miscellaneous: Allen wrenches,department store catalogs, display stand.
and fixtures, files, large lot of nuts, bolts, & *crews, large lot of galvanized
plumbing supplies, large ship horn, lumber, pulleys, scrap iron,(signs, Tom'.
snack display case, tools.
Friday auction will be parts, Saturday will be finishing up on parts and tools
Auction held rain or shirse, Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available,For
mom informatinn and vour auction needs, phone 435-4144

Dan Miller • Darrell Beane • Terry Paschall • Auctioneers
Llernand am/ Bonded in Kentucky antTrieneuer ISSIU

Flew 2333
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Garage Sale

Backyard
Sale
109 N. 14th St
Fri., Aug. 11
7 sun.,•2 pm.
Like new Oafs/clefs do
tteng 2T-4 by swing
Greco stroke Teas
toys rugs coal rack,
organ brass !replace
tools nice mans 8 *omens clothing

Fri., Aug 11
7.30 a.m.-3 p.m
1400A Crystal Brook
(Failbrook Sutid
TIMit Davao Dr pawl
Tern Terrace, IL" Agfa

4 PLUS acres road frontage nos locaaon beautiful building site Call
753-7868

on Smelled, 1 bloc* se
Crystal Bra*
Cicoe
axe
coring
wren housencli name
item speoars & ans

CUT the red tape by 'ethnic
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Realty 753 5086

galia

HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state certified
Call 489-2256

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 11 & 12
7 am.-7

910 Sycamore
Thurs., Fri.,
Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Turn right off 121 on to
Penny Airport Rd 4th
house on let
Lots ol linens and
household wares

Garage
Sale

Carport
Sale

2222 Edinborough
Dr.
Fri., Aug. 11
7 a.m.-11 SAL
Clothes, toys, household items, furniture &
more
Eia,gains galore'

1600 Sunset
Off 16th

Frt., Aug. 11
sin.-2 p.m.
Furniture, antique table,
paperbacks, car tire
XP2000-14, clothes, decor ilemS, misO

Basement
Yard Sale

tgoto
St turn
th house on
t. Follow signs
Early A.Al

Yard Sale
121 South
Lynwood Estates
Fri., Aug. 11
8 am-5 p.m.
Toys, clothes, dolls.
glassware,
and more

jewelry

Back To School
Garage Sale
Fri., Aug. 11
8 arn.-5 p.m.
Se. Aug. 12
p.m.5 pm
or cal 753-1150
for spot
Corner Johnny R
Road & 94W
Chedren's dotes new 8
used (toy's 8 ;errs),
numerous other tone,
large plants

2201 Quail Creek Dr.
Saturday
7 a.m.-12 Noon

Yard Sale
708 Goodman
Street
Fri., Aug. 11
for

1620 N.160 across trots
North Farm Complex
Fri. & Sat
am4 p.m.
XXX C sae rrian's clothes,
lades pants, toad t repous. educational, children's we papertedis tor
adults), toys, canning Ws
Urniture, etc

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges if
you we thinking or sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

take
hops*/
15 ACRES pins KY Lake
Blood River subolresion
access to weer nearby,
$19,750 Terms 759 1922
2 BEAUTIFUL waterfront
lots Pans Landing, deep
water gentle slope with
septic. water & cable
$65,000 901-668-2645
ANDERSON Shores 2
lots, Grey's Properties
759-2001
GREAT watervew home
located in Panarama
Shores 3br 2 bath 1 tor with
bath can be used as separate apt with outside entrance 2 car garage hookup for camper, $75000
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLS$3324
LAKE LOT SALE! Estate
size homesites with private
lake access in Kentucky
From $8,900 Financing
FREE color brochure CaN
now 800-858-1323,ext
3957 Woodland acres
4.10
Lots

For Sai•
1 ACRE tract North Coles
Campground Road
759-2001
BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
underground city utilities including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights, located behind Gatesborough, $13,900 753-23-39.
SEVERAL beauttful lots located in Gatesborough
Subdivision, all with trees
Call Pete Waldrop at
Shroat- Waldrop Real Estate 753-7249 or 753-9662
SOUTHWEST area 14
acre building lots, each with
20311 road frontage, restricted, $12,500
435-4548 after 5pm

Garage Sale

6 Family

Clothes

78 7 we. neer Ky Lague
mosey good saleable urn
ber Largo wham rook quarry
& lake $700 per acre
toms 759-1922

all

ages and more

Yard, Garage &
Back Porch Sale
Corner of
15th & Vine
Fri., Aug. 11
7 a.m. til
Sat, Aug. 12
8 ant-12 Noon
Lots of stuff'

Yard Sale
112 So. 12th
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Good buys for back to
school,
children's
clothes,
women's
clothes, lots of misc

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Lot of tat y girl clothes
sae infant a 24 ire, blankets sleepers. parrs, toys,
play per, household nems,
old quilt top 8 ouilt ladies
clothes size 96,12, young
men's aothes Tied to
large, MEOWS weer
coat

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri., Aug. 11
s.m.-1
641 North to 1824 (Old
641), 3rd house on
right past Thwitatt's
Golf Carts.

Malmo leon• ems1
era sawn's ciollwn summer I
'war), Cala ISM 0[11•B b..00
NM maw as] wan Magi
Fee.. TV

Farms
For SW
103 ACRES all fenced in,
surveyed 2 barns a garage,
2 small buildings. tool shed,
3br doublevecle with house
roof & carport added, pond
stocked kind) fob Shown by
appointment only
436-5648

FORsaIsbyowr.r 3 or itlbr
2it bele 5200 sg It
9-10ft ceilings hardwood
floors vow thin, gas fireplace whirlpool bath
16x24 master DOCITOOT
bla of doeets In South
west school district with city
utilises on 2 acres with
30x30 shop Must see the
home
Cell now at
753-4873
GATESBOROUGH Home
400041 2 sexy, IBR first
floor 4 baths large game
room with bar, study gas
hear & water Walnut ca
berets, Conan vanities
large decks with gazebo
yard sprinkler system
fenced back yd lots of new
Warne & extras, great for
753-5940 or
kids
436-5946
HISTORIC home in the
heart of Murray built in
1876 This spectacular
home has been competely
renovated High ceilings
hardwood floors 4 fireplaces,plaster moldings
Spacious rooms 1st floor
master suite at on lovely
wooded lot Contact Kopperud Realty 753 1222
ML5,3000413
HOUSE & horse barns on
1 2 acres $42,000 24x30
shop on 1 3 acres,
$15,500 1 acre lot $7,500
All with road frontage 2
miles on Van Cleave Rd
753-4525
NEW 4br
bath home in
Campbell Estates Extra
race home with all arnemos Priced to see Call
753-3903 after 4pm
NEW home ready now
3br 2 bath, master bath
has whirlpool 911 ceilings,
hardwood floors, custom
cabinets, fireplace, lots of
closets, 3000 sq ft. in
Southwest Villa Subdivision Call now at 7514873.
SPECTACULAR country
home quality & workmanslip abound in this builders
new home near Southwest
Elementary Beautiful cabinetry, trarnsons, high owlwigs, 1st floor master suite
hardwood flooring Many
amenhes to numerous to
mention, situated on ap
pros 3 acres Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
84LS*3000371
WANT TO BUY 3 or more
bedrooms in country, small
or large acreage, under
$200,000
Phone
759-1894

213 Elm St.
Friday
7 am.-7
Womens'
clothing
sizes 7-12, shoes
sizes 8-10, household
and her rntsc terns

Super
Sale
2200 Gatesborough
Circle
Fri. & Sat
Aug. 11 & 12
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Selling everything

Need Extra7
Cash?
Run a Classified. -I

1989 KAWASKI KX 83 din
bike track ready excellent
shape 345 2511 or
753 4.509
1995 350 WARRIOR al
most new $3800 Call
436550t after noon

1973 CADILLAC Eldorado
convertible nice red and
leather interior, $2,000
obo 753 5531
1976 CHEVROLET Impala
one owner 85 XXX actual
miles clean 435-4389
leave message
1979 CHEVROLET Ca
price Classic $700 Bargain
of the decadel Call quick
753-8475
1982 FORD Escort needs
repair 753-1598
1983 MERCURY electric
window, a/c, cruise amitm
radio, no rust, very good
condition, $1,300
753-1228

SOLD

470

Motorcycles
1103 GOLD Wing Inter
state, low mileage Cal
489-2695 after 6pm
1977 YAMAHA 750 excellent condition, has extras
low mileage, $1,500
436-5302

4V.
-4-L---s

5 FARMS. owner financing,
10, 45, 6-5. 70, 110 acres.
Large AC burley barn for
rent Dark feed barn for
see 502-753-1300.

1987 CHEVROLET Ca
price 9 passenger wagon
nice dean 107.XXX miles
20. MPG 753-61t6, after
6pm 436-5810
1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
clean Call 492 8566 after
4pm
1987 OLDS 98 REGENCY
all power, moon roof, new
tires low miles, local
clean
$6,000 firm
753-3942
1987 TOYOTA Camry Wagon, auto, air, cruise, p.'s,
am/fm tape, 187,xxx
burns no oil, excellent condition $3,250, 436-5610
1988 AUDI 5000S dark
silver, loaded excellent
condition local service &
maintenance record
$4300 502-4442771,
753-3293 after 6pm
1991 GRAND Prix GT fully
loaded, white, excellent
condition, $9,500 obo Call
753-6885
1991 WHITE Escort wagon
good family car $4,500
Call after 5pm 753-4483

1994 LUMINA 2dr Euro, 1
owner, many options
never been smoked in. Like
new condition, 10xxx miles.
$14,500 689-2275.

CLASSIFIED

ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION

12 Years Expenence - Free Estimates

Homes
For UM

Murray Kentucky

2BR brick set outside city
Imes sunroom, carport
central h/a, $67,900 Cole
man RE 753-9898
38R 14 bath brick home at
1302S lEith St , $69 000
Can be seen by calling
753-3903 after 4pm

753-5814

Buying uz Refinancing
STAR MORTGAGE
- VA - CONV - FmHA - JUMBO
"We Tailor Loans to tit your needs"
FHA

38R house with large yard
& storage, 9mi out 121N,
priced in low 60's
489-2296
,
r^

A BEAUTIFUL beginning
can be yours in this very
attractive 3br home that
has been completely redecorated Fenced in beck
yard with new outside stor
age building offered in the
$50 s Contact Kopperud
Realty, 753 1222 PALS*
3006396
BEAUTIFUL Stir house located on Olive Blvd For
sale or lease immediate
anniptincy Call Pete Wet
drop at Shroat Waldrop
Real Estate 753 7249 or
753 9662
FOR Inveetors, 2912 sit ft.
new duplex Fall Brook
Sub
Rental income
$1100inko Price $130,000.
492-8516 or 762-7221
NEW 2 story brick hono in
city, 4br
bath.
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040
NEW 3br homes priced in
70's & 80's financing avail
▪ le. will consider trade.
7533872 arta 5pm

1981 FORD Econoline 150
van it runs no battery
$300 753-1129 see at 209
Pine Murray

ATTENTION.
aak Tobacco Fall/it:1's
Do You Need Wood?
We offer all your tobacco
tiring wood and sawdust needs
Just Call

ALL around lawn care &
landscaping Call 436 5561
leave message

1992 FORD Aerostar EXT
family van, excellent condition, 80 XXX highway
miles new Michelin Radials,100 XXX miles full
warranty, silver with navy
interior, $12,995
753-8216

ALL
ing,
up,
Joe

son
Wad
Trucks

1972 FORD Bronco, .4
cab, new tees 753-6122
1976 FORD 4x4, 14 ton,
V-8 automatic, body rough
$1,200 1979 Ford F150
XLT, V-8 automatic,
$1,200 1968 2 ton, great
roofers truck, 16f1 flat
dump, $800 as is
492-8956
1977 CHEVY Silvered°
$950 759-9246
1979 FORD pl/kv 3 speed,
looks rough, runs good
$800 Call after 4pm
753-6392
1980 CHEVROLET Luv,
LWB,(car hauler) style bed
with ramp 80,XXX miles
$975 753-6116. after 6pm
436-5810
1983 CHEVROLET S10
SUPERCHARGED Blazer
4x4 Loaded! Very low
miles on new Supercharged motor To many
options to listf Looks like no
other Runs greatt Serious
inquires only! Asking
$9,000 OBO Phone
502-227-8015
1985 CHEVROLET M. ton
4 wheel drive, 77,XXX actual miles 474-2111 after
513m
1985 FORD Ranger truck
For information see legal
ad section Housing Authority of Murray
753-5000
1985 TOYOTA 404, 4 cyl,
roll bar, 31x10 5x15 new
tires, sharp, $3,950
489-2441
1988 RANGER super cab,
305 V-8 automatic,
$3,500 753 6116. after
6pm 436 5810

Custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your rooting.

1979 ASTRO Glass 1986
40hp Mariner with trailer,
$2800 Call after 4pm
753 6392

FREE Eiden/etas: 753-8343

ASPHALT driveway sea
ling, free estimates
753 2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759 4664
BACKHOE Service, coni
plete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221
BOBS Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 4365832
BUSHHOGGING blade
work lawn mowing & weedealing 489-2077

WALTER'S Contracting
Garold Walters, owner
Vinyl siding painting
decks additions roofing
20yrs experience tree est,
mates 753 2592

Decks, Treated 1....enber
Handrails, Banister or
Lenin
4 8 $27500
a 10 $425.00
10 a 18 $775.00
Meta Roofs Over Deck
Available

WE do windows' And lawn
work plant shrubs & trees,
painting & all types of minor
repairs including the windows I We even do the dishes' ALL work guaranteed
For estimates call
762 4442

Of Murray
On 541 Hwy

5 miles souta

15021 4924488

MB GENERAL CON

PAINTING int ext all
types of home repair, free
estimates Call anytime
436-5032
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

HOUSEKEEPING A clean
lob by Chere 753 9274
I do carpentry. concrete &
masonary work Twenty
five years experience no
job to small For information
call 759-9257
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436 5560
LAMB Brother Home Improvements remodeling,
additions, rooting siding,
free estimates 436 2269

LAWN care mowing & trimming 4-362528
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets, upholstery, tree
eshrnates 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203
MARC S Lawn Service
753 6226, 753 4168

Noseblee
er, in patie
sure or in 1
tion deficit
lems can b
ications, In

FREE Puppies Black &
white Beagle Bird Dog mix
call 489-2925 from 5 8pm
or 489-2273
FREE to good home AKC
Siberian Husky, female,
Brno old good with child
ten 489-2275

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Adverosers are requested
to check tie first insertion
or ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for only
ONE INCORRECT IN
SERTION
Any error
should be reported immediately so correcoons can
be mad* CHECK YOUR
AD carefully and nottty
The Cutesified Advertising Department immediately in case of an error

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed. insured Estimate available
759-4690

753-1916

iw 5TaRkiii
ON TI415 DIE
`4011 ANO EL
WORKED Os
FOR ME, Ma
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINL s

CUSTOM WOODWORIONG
All Type• Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

350
Y9,(Bsh.nd Bunny
4061 SUNBURY . MU7R5RA

B,••adl

•
RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heang & Cookng Service & installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

MCC

A

AMERICAN
MO STANDARD

QUALITY III
(502) 436-4699

Murray, Ky.

el

1

Custom
CABINETS

a WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!

•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
•Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 41}, Sr. Inset to Lassiter Plaoted •
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS LNL

Quality Service

t10
Brot1.,
Tree Trimming

Free Estimates

Tree Removal

24 Hour Service
Landscaping

Shorp Removal

cleaw se
Tree Servlr. e '

Fledge TrImming

Lchr

Owned & Operated

Etc

Ery TIM LAMB

Licensed & insured

502-436-5744 1-800-548-5262

LAMB Brothers Tree Service, stump removal
502 436 5744
LAMBS Tree trimming
stump removal & light hauling 436 2269

Common
application
to the fore,
ments Mc
stop by tht
therapy

Free
Colman

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

DRYWALL, finishing, r,
pairs, additions and blo•
ing ceilings 753-4761

HANDYMAN Co roofing.
siding, remodeling and
home repair 474-8621

DEAR h
nosebleed
bleeding
plate of ca
nostrils).
bleeding is
together 5
nosebleeds
sive therap
cautery

fist

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial. Serval! Gutter Co
7536433

CHISA Chlm Chimney
Sweeps las 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

FURNITURE stripping are
refinishing 502-354-8053
or 502-3546074

ZEBS VCR Repair- tree
estimates cleaning $15
average repair, $30
753-3557

ROOFING and painting
interior exterior etc 25yrs
experience 10% discount
senior citizens 474-0107

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL'S Custom garden tilling, grader blade
work, bush hogging lots,
free
estimates
502-492-8622

WOOD VCR- repairing
vcr s camcorders microwaves Mon Fn 9-12, 15,
free estimates 753-0530

REMODELING and insurance repairs Call us for all
your construction needs
Fre. estimates Service
Pro 759-1774

CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning Special $2500
per room Free ScolchGard
Deodorizing
1 502 436 2654

DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick
drive ways, sidewalks. rm
bile homes. R V 759-47,s

Boats
& Motors

'Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

1993 CHEVY Silverado
white SWB, with all options Honda 650 Nighthawk excellent condition
Call after 5pm 759-1274

520

436-2111

MULCH delivered Murray
area 436-5560

bacthoe work septic systems,354 8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

1993 PROWLER 5th
wheel 28 50 28,4 ft best
accessories stereo MW
full awning double door
refrigerator, H D insulation air conditioner & fur
ance includes electric
brakes and mounts, sold
oak cabinets $12,995
753 2200

..,.araniesto Allotrope
Locaey Owned
David & Tine Stewart
Stirring CallOway Cana

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

CUSTOM bulldozing and

Campers

DEAR D
en procedi
nosebleed'
the Voltart
blood thini
nosebleeds

MOODY'S mower repair,
pick-up and delivery
753-5668

1990 FORD F250 white on
blue, auto. Ws, orb, radial
tires, runs great! $4,250
Dealer 502-875-4050

FOR sale 1988 Chevy
Silverado, black & gray with
gray interior, loaded
79,XXX miles 527-5294 after 5pm

IP, Peter I

Need Garbage
Pickup

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulft's Recovery, Murray
436 5560

1994 TOYOTA s-cab, aft
27,XXX miles, $12,900
1994 Camry stationwagon
LE 35,XXX miles $16,900
753-4470

D&T Hauling

STRUC11ON & MAINTE
NANCE carpentry, paint
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations slabs, sidew- ing electrical siding other
maInt
apt
alks driveways, buildings, &
remodeling, repairs, AGC (502)436 2819 fax or
modem avail
dieted 489-2214

1990 CHEVY Silverado
1500 All the extras and
camper Call after 6pm
753-7860

HIP Wood Products

We have been your custom builder in the
past We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs In addition to

around hauling mowtree work junk dean
cleaning out gutters
436 2867

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Weise

Doors Windows
BatritqW1

A and A Lambs lawn mowing light hauling tree trim
ming Mark 436 2528

1989 CHEVY Astro customized van, 72.XXX TTI1106,
$7,500 759-1594

_n eat

Err...loch' Vinyl
Undwpinning
biotin* Warranty
1400 Iff 114 rigor
$364.00
K-Rock Underpinnyng
Silver & Mow Root
Coatings

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal see spraying serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436 2247
or 492 8737

AGAINSt The Wall wall
papering by Chere
753-9274

;10

We Can Say* You Money
With The Best Prices Around
Coll Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal hedge trimming larxiscaping mulch
ing & mulch hauling gutter
cleaning Clean up junk,
garbage Odd jobs also Al
household moving Free
estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

1985 DODGE Caravan
good condition 76xxx,
$3000 753 7043

1994 GMC SIERRA p,'s
• a/c, at 4 3L, V-6, bed
liner trailer lights, Reese
hitch, 20,XXX miles.
$14,900 759-4395

759-4066

3BR duplex for sali
753-5114

1976 CHEVROLET Bucha
near will, seats Good me
chanicaly $1000 1979 Ply
mouth Votive $500 obo
753-"tall or see at 816
FiNef Rd

1994 FORD F150 XLT 2wd
white, 21xxx miles, power
everything, tinted windows
sharp, $14,500 Call
436-5501 after noon

Call Ron at

38R brick home by come
502-753-8049

111211

1986 FORD F150 ext cab,
Lariet XLT, miles low, excellent condition. $6,700
obo 474-8331 leave
message

Prompt Professional Service
At Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • All Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Additons • Remodeling
Patos • Decks • Drywall • Siding

ISO

1991 MAZDA 626 DXL tilt
cruise, a/c. anVtm CASSerki
4-dr call 436-5064

1970 CHEVROLET 4 ton
350, at, pm 759-2571

1992 CAMARO Z-28, 350
WHY pay high rent when V-8, black with red SS
you can buy a quality 2br 2 strips auto tilt, cruise, p/w,
pi, CD. leather interior,
bath in the $80'5
$14,500 437-4099,
759-2571
753-5950 nights

3BR duplex for sal 753.7947

YARD SALE

989 Honda CR125 looks
good runs like new $950
750-1460 ask for Malt

aerosol
Meted

M & M Remodeling

Service
A Professionai Se rs ice
Specialiiing in Kitchens & Bathrooms

• Y.1Li

WHAT I
THE RE
LAJE RE

Ti Itele yes Mae yomr New Ultimo or Bathrooms

Call 753-6869

'

for free quote or committing.
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LOOKING BACK

uling

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

tag*

DEAR DR GOTT What is the prop

er procedure for stopping a severe
nosebleed' I'm arthritic and wonder if
the Voltaren I'm on might make my
blood thinner and contribute to the
nosebleeds

Immo
Swain
w Gamy
Ill

DEAR READER Because most
nosebleeds are caused by arterial
bleeding in the nasal septum the
plate of cartilage that separates the
nostrils), the best way to stop the
bleeding is to pinch the nostrils firmly.
together. Some severe or recurring
nosebleeds may require more aggressive therapy, such as nasal packing or
cautery

muscling
'8, 18118118t
painting
is roofing
e free esti
)2
it And Lawn
los & trees
iss of minor
g 810 win
do the do(Liar ensiled.
tes call

Common home-remedies, including
application of ice or cold compresses
to the forehead, are ineffective treatments Most minor nosebleeds will
stop by themselves, irrespective of
therapy
Nosebleeds can be serious, however, in patients with high blood pressure or in those who have a coagula,
lion deficiency. Such clotting prob
lems can be caused by various medications, including Coumadin, aspirin

repairing
are 1711C701 9-12 1-5.
753-0530
spas tree
ining $15
air $30

bodily fluids sit an infected individual

,

and

Vollisuch Mutrin Atiq utra.r,
11 you are taking Voltaren and have
repeated nosebleeds y-ou may require
packing or cautery
and you ma%.
have to discontinue your anti arthritis
medicine for a few days substituting
acetaminophen Ask your family
physician about this
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Donations and
Report -- Blood
Disorders" Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed. stamped envelope to
P0 Box 2433. New York, NY 10163
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can HIV be
transmitted through the mouth?
Restated, if the virus gets into the
mouth through sex or otherwise, will
or can an infection occur? If so, what
are the odds?
DEAR READER HIV. human
immunodeficiency virus, the cause of
AIDS. can cause infection if it enters
the bloodstream of a recipient. Thus,
the virus can be a threat to anyone
with a cut, abrasion or scratch, who
has direct contact with the blood or

Such a method ot transmission is
exceedingly rare but in theory. it
could happen HIV IN almost always
spread by contaminated blood trans
fusions, needles in drug users) and
unprotected sex
Nonetheless it a person with a cut
or abrasion in the mouth were to have
oral sex with an infected partner. that
person could become infected with
HIV Transmission of HIV by Sailtil is
possible but so unusual as to be a
medical curiosity I cannot gire you
specific odds here. but remember If
you're the one, the odds are 100 per
cent
1995 Sil.:NSP.APER ENTERPIUSE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

DAILY COMICS
BLONDEE

Black &
rd Dog mix
rom 5-8r

-

home AKC
y female
with child
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A CRUEL SEASON 1MAT
MAKES `IOW GET WADI FOIk
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Minoru.
'nu-median error

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 10, the 222nd day of 1995. There arc 143
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 10, 1846, Congress chartered the Smithsonian Institution,
named after English scientist James Smithson, whose bequest of half a
million dollars had made it possible.
On this date:
In 1792, during the French Revolution, mobs in Paris attacked the
palace of Louis XVI. (The king was taken into custody, put on trial
for treason later that year, and executed the following January.)
In 1809, Ecuador struck its first blow for independence from Spain.
In 1821, Missouri became the 24th state.
Five years ago: Washington, D.C., Mayor Marion Barry was convicted of a single misdemeanor drug charge and acquitted on another;
the judge declared a mistrial on 12 other counts.
One year ago: President Clinton claimed presidential immunity in
asking a federal judge to dismiss, at least for the time being, a sexual
harassment lawsuit filed by Paula Corbin Jones, a former Arkansas
state employee. Three men were arrested in Germany after undercover
police confiscated 13 ounces of plutonium smuttizled into
Mc country
.1`.:

CONTRACT BRIDGE
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.

916

NORTH
4 107 5 4 3 2

CATHY

r

I'M STARVING
ON THIS DIET
V011 /NO FLO
WORKED OUT
FOR ME, MOM.

IS

WE'RE STARVO4d.. WE'RE
CRANKY... BUT WTI MAKE
WE HAVE THE WILL!
WE HAVE THE STAMINA
WE WIVE THE PANACHE ri

NEXT TIME, TRY ENDING,
YRIR SPEECH WITH A WORD
THAT DOESN'T SOUND 50
regoi LIKE 'PANCAKE.'

ng

10
• 105
J 86 2

EAST
•A J 6
4 K Q8
73
V A 95 2
•
• KQJ843
• A 96 2
+93+K4
SOUTH
WEST

49
KQJ 864
•7
+ A Q 1075

bidding:
North
West
1•
Pass

The

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
V)HAT

ILING

FOR THE PMT 2 DAys IVE_
BEEN 'PAVING-Go DO A News PAPER ARTiCLE -you KNOW,
LOCAL INTEREBT STUFF .,. BUT NOTHING I'VE
TirlcUGHT OF
- -9"N _ WORKS ii

BOTHERING you,

moceDc,
\ I CAN'T- WRITE

stallabon
installer

MAYBE I'm HEADING IN THE
WRONG DvRECTION MAYBE
EMoTioNAL Foe TH

1 DONT HAVE ANY OF
THE CREATIVE Ei..E.HF_Nrs
"THAT MAKE SOMEONE

SARCASTIC AND COMPULNE
AND ANALYTICAL AND,HALF
THE TIME,I LIVE IN A FAMT4Sy
woRLD
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136-4694
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WRITER!

East

South
3•

3•

Dble
Opening lead — ace of diamonds.
One play — even an innocentlooking one — sometimes makes a
world of difference.
Consider this deal from the
Vanderbilt Team of Four championship many years ago, where West
(Harry Harkavy of Miami Beach)
opened the bidding with one diamond, which his partner raised to
three. South bid three hearts and
Harkavy was faced with a difficult
problem.
He could has,

minimum opening bid; he could have
voluntarily bid three notrump;or he
could double.
After giving due weight to East's
game-forcing raise to three diamonds, Harkavy elected to double
and everybody passed. As it turned
out, South would have done much
better to run to four clubs, but his
pass of three hearts doubled was
certainly reasonable.
Harkavy led the ace and another
diamond,following the usual procedure of trying to shorten declarer in
trumps. Declarer ruffed and returned
a low trump, whereupon Harkavy
made the key play ofthe ace! He then
led another diamond, which South
ruffed, leaving West and declarer
with only three trumps each.
Declarer could then do no better
than cash the K-Q-..1 of hearts and
ace of clubs, after which he had to
concede the remaining tricks to go
down three —800 points.
The outcome would have been
altogether different if Harkavy had
followed low on declarer's trump lead
to dummy at trick three. Had he
ducked,as many players might have
done, he would have had ample cause
to rue the day. Declarer would next
have taken a club finesse and made
the contract with an overtrick for

.
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CROSSWORDS
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GARFIELD

42 Cubic mete,
44 Discourse
45 A Gabor
47 Brief revue
48 Hems
52 Period
55 Greek letter
56 Prevail
58 Inlet
59 Two. in
Tijuana
60 Mexican
snacks
61 Chin
dynasty

ACROSS
PONT CLAW my
WHEN fM ON
THE PHONE!

LE&

Is

(ions!

L'enters

lurray
INC

MALLARD FILLMORE

1 Damp
4 Conductor
Mehta
9 Summer (Fr I
12 Former
boxer
13 Armadillo
14 Laughtng —
15 TV's Leach
17 Heinous
19 Wife of
Geraint
21 Drink slowly
22 Thelma and
John
25 Fable wnter
29 Hypothetical

Removal

lp Service
Etc.
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4
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MAC QOPES
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LYR I CML
RIMER
M
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MOST
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BRAN
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1 MO

1
of the
Worlds2 Musical
group
3 Lhasa's
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Thirty years ago
Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, has
received approval from Department of Health, Education and
Welfare of the Murray Independent School District's plan for
compliance with Title VI of Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
Mrs. Mary Bordcau spoke on
"How Do We Answer" at a meeting of Groups I and II of Christian Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church.
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Gale Broach, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Ray T. Broach of Murray, has received another honor
as she was crowned as queen of
Western Kentucky SLAW Fair at
Hopkinsville.
Thirty-four girls, ages 14-16,
participated in Candy Striper
Program at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Convalescent Division this summer.
Nadine Turner R.N., director of
nursing. Jane Galyen R.N., director of In-Service and Continuing
Education, coordinated the
program.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Howard
will be marned 50 years Aug. 17.

Tea years ago
Poston, Walt Apperson,
Cole and Sid Easley are
new officers of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross.
Peggy Billington is the executive
director.
Lisa Lewellyn, Doug McKinney, Timmy Manning, Jerry Lowery, Chris Dodd, Rodney Jones,
and Greg Futrell, members, and
Larry Gilbert, advisor, of Calloway County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America auended the
Kentucky FFA Leadership Training Center, Hardinsburg.
Births reported include girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Thompson
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Argo, Aug. 4; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ivan Yoder, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Jones, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
O'Neill and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Steven Steele, Aug. 5.
Twenty years ago
James Fenton of Murray High
School and Susan Rene Williams
of Calloway County High School
were recipients of Murray Civitan
Club Scholarships to Murray
State University.
Stuart
Dr. Ruth
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Betty Purcell, Betty Riley.
Bobbie Gamson, Joy Rowland
and Jackie Gilbert had high averages for past week in Ladies
Summer Bowling League at
Corvette Lanes
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Turner and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Vaughn.
Forty years ago
Army Pvt. Earl E. Lamb recently was graduated from Military
Police Training Center at Camp
Gordon, Ga.
Receiving degrees at summer
commencement exercises at University of Kentucky, Lexington,
were Harry Sparks, doctor of
education, and losetta Morris
Steely, master of science in home
economics, both of Murray.
Mrs. Jack W. Frost of Murray
will conduct one of the workshops at the annual School of
Missions and Christian Service to
be held by WSCS of Memphis
Methodist Conference at Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn.,
Aug. 15-19.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Cantrell Jones and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Ross.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY. My husband of Iry
years left me for a silicone princess
My son. who was in college, told me
to fight fire with fire. So I had upper
torso enhancement surgery, which
increased my 32Bs to 34DDs You
would not believe how it changed
my life.
I was interviewed for a job afterward and was hired on the spot! My
first day on the job. I was asked to
dinner by three single men. Zowie'
A year later. I married a man 211
years my junior. That was more
than 10 years ago.

-Frank" is kind, gentle and sensitive. He doesn't drink, smoke.
swear, nag or cheat. He adores me.
I am in heaven.
He admitted that what first
attracted him to me was my cleavage. I don't want to disillusion him.
and since I haven't had any problems. why should I tell him'.'
The recent publicity about breast
implants has made me wonder if I
should tell him_ What do you think,
Abby?
IVE GOT A sEeRET
DEAR SECRET: If he asks.
tell him the truth.
• • •

DEAR ABBY: I am a 17-year-old
girl and would like to remind parents of the need to watch their children around water. I am not the
mother of a child, but I was a
"mother" to a 5-week-old kitten.
You are probably wondering why
a teen who is not a parent is writing
this letter. Well, my tiny kitten
drowned in our toilet. It broke my
heart because I was the one v.-ho
found her. All I can do is imagine
what a mother would do if she
found her infant or toddler in a pool,
toilet. bucket of water — any of the
things a child can drown in.
On the 'same day my kitten
drowned, an infant drowned in a
fish pond. Where were the infant's
parents? No one knows. They said
he slipped out of the house. If parents would take an extra minute to
see where their kids are, then a
drowning would never happen.
Pools are the main cause for
infant drowning cases. These pools
usually have gates without automatic locks or high fences. There is
a law here in Arizona requiring a 6foot fence around pools where there
are children who cannot swim living
in the home. These laws are being
broken every day; consequently,
children drown.
Abby, please print this to remind
your readers of how dangerous
pools can be for children and pets.
PHOENIX TEEN-AGER

DEAR TEEN-AGER: My sympathy on the loos of your kitten.
And thank you for your timely
warning that parents should be
especially careful to keep an
eye on their children around
water. A child can drown in as
little as three inches of water.
As a further precaution, always
keep the bathroom door closed.
• • *

DEAR ABBY: Regarding the
woman who has the "copycat"
friend' Beware!
I. too, had a "friend" like that.
After several years, not only did her
whole house look like mine, she also
had my husband sleeping in her
bed.
Sign me .. WARY OF MIMICS
• • •

For en exrellent guide to becoming •
better cony aaaaa ton•li•I end • more
rittr•clise person. order "How to Be
Popular." Send • husine•s•sited, self•
addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 084.110 in l'•nadr0 to' Dow4hhy Popularity Booklet, P.O. Kos 447,
Mount Morrill, 111. 11854.0447, 1Postage is
Included.i
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The funeral for Brandy Marie
Roberts will be Friday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Tim Cole will
officiate. Burial will follow in
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Friends may ,all at the funeral
home.
Miss Roberts, 17, Rt. 5, Murray, died Tuesday, Aug. 8, 1995.
in a boating accident near Newburg Light on Kentucky Lake.
She would have been a junior
at Calloway County High School
this fall. Born Jan. 15, 1978, she
was a member of Union Ridge
Baptist Church.
Survivors include her parents,
William Lynn Henson and Teresa
Roberts Henson, and two
brothers, Christopher Henson and
William Craig Henson, Rt. 5,
Murray; her grandparents, Ann

-.
illilli°111
r01,1111.:
and Russell Smith and Mr. and
Mrs. Emmerson Henson, all of
Benton; several aunts, uncles and
cousins.

a. Kelly predicted that Cody
would be well accepted by the
General Assembly, which in 1990
enacted the sweeping education
reform law that Cody will have to
administer.
"He's a seasoned, savvy individual who understands the ownership the General Assembly
feels for education reform," Kelly said.

Mrs. Mary Agnes Evans
Mrs. Mary Agnes Evans, 83, Dallas, Texas, formerly of Murray,
died Wednesday, Aug. 9. 1995, at 12:30 a.m. at Richardson-Baylor
Hospital, Richardson, Texas.
Her husband, Mason Evans, died in March 1969. Born July 5, 1912,
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Tom Haley and
Mae Johnson Haley. She was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Marilyn Evans, Fort Worth,
Texas; one son, Mason Evans Jr. and wife, Jeanette, Dallas, Texas;
two grandchildren, Loyd Johnson and Marla Howard; five greatgrandchildren.
Graveside services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. The Rev. Lynn Ford Paschall will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.

Kentucky Education Association President Janet Carrico said
she was "encouraged" by
Cody's selection after she had a
90-minute meeting with him
Tuesday night.
Cody acknowledged that he
had "some conflicts" with the
teachers union in Louisiana, and
Carrico said today that she appreciated his candor.
The KEA "made some contacts" with people who knew
Cody. They said he was
"academically sound and they
did praise him," Carrico said.

Clark selected for class
Dons Clark, coordinator of Mncan-American student recruitment
and retention at Murray State University, has been selected to the
1995 Leadership Kentucky class.
The statewide non-profit organization was created in 1984 in partnership with the state chamber of
commerce to develop and utilize the
talent and energies of Kentucky's
present and future leaders.
The seven-month program brings
together a group of 40 to 50 of the

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

state's most promising leaders to
consider topics of vital importance
to the state. Issues to be discussed in
dark's sessions include Kentucky's
history, health and human services,
politics, economic development,
law and education. The leadership
conference meets monthly from
May through November.
Clark has also been selected as
the nominations chair for the Kentucky Association of Blacks in
Higher Education, a two-year
elected position.
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Items and events
needed for guide
The Murray Tourism Commission is now gathering calendar items
and events for the September-October Murray-Calloway County
Calendar of Events.
Items in the calendar incluu,
non-profit, open-to-the-public community events. Events such as
theatre productions, annual events
and exhibits are examples of what
will appear in the calendar.
Please contact Kathy Tibbotts at
the Murray Tourism Commission at
759-2199 to include events for the
months of September and October.
The deadline to submit any event is
Aug. 25.
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Funeral rites for Connie Edward Futrell will be today at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Johnny Flood, Roy Gene Higgins, Billy Joe Wilson, G.C. Fennell, Jack Scott and Bobby Scott. Burial will follow in
Pleasant Hill Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral home.

The funeral for Ms. Jo Helen
Young was Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Robert Washum officiated.
Pallbearers were Melvin Rach,
Keith Washum, Rufus Freeman,
Alvie Miliken and Luke
McWherter. Flower girls were
Lorien Pleadge, Peggy Freeman,
Wython Webb, Shemona and
Shericka Teague and Royse
Hutcherson. Burial was in mur
ray City Cemetery, Murray.
Mrs. Young, 65, Link Street,
Paris, died Sunday morning, Aug.
6, 1995, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris. She was a
member of St. John's Baptist
Church, Murray.
Born July 14, 1930, in Murray,
she was the daughter of the late
Minnie Irma Young. Her first
husband, Pete Kendall, one stepson, James Knight, and one
brother, Richard Edward Young,
also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband,
A.J. Knight; one son, Bill M.
Gordon, and one stepson, Bobby
Night, Paris.

Phone orders welcome at
Murray's only Meat Shoppe.
Fresh, Small & Meaty

Connie Edward Futrell

Ms. Jo Helen
Young
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Funeral rites for Mrs. Rebecca lsador Murray will be today at 3:30
p.m in the chapel of Dyersburg Funeral Home, Dyersburg, Tenn. The
Rev. Paul Hogue will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Richard Murray Jr., Rodger Murray Sr.. David
Murray, Robert Glen Webb, Greg Murray, Gary Ballinger and Darrell
Gill, all grandsons, active; Bill Holland and Ted Pierce, honorary.
Burial will follow in Dyer County Memonal Gardens there.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Diabetes
Association.
Mrs. Murray, 89, Dyersburg, Tenn., died Tuesday, Aug. 8, 1995, at
Dyersburg Methodist Hospital, Dyersburg.
A retired nurse, she had worked at hospitals in West Tennessee and
West Kentucky. She was a member of Calvary Hill Baptist Church.
Dyersburg.
Her husband, Elven Kenzer Murray, three sons, Carlos. Everett, and
Don Murray, and her mother, Ethel Mills, preceded her in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Evelyn Mae Thomason and
husband, Ed, Hamlin, Mrs. Chris Garner and husband, Harold. Dyersburg, and Mrs. Linda Kay Ballenger and husband, Gerold, Memphis,
Tenn.; one son. Richard C. Murray and wife, Barbara, Atoka, Tenn.;
21 grandchildren including Virginia Worley, Lisa Holland and husband, Bill, and Robert G. Webb, all of Murray; 27 greatgrandchildren; 10 great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Mary Rust Parker, 66, Center Street, Hazel, died Wednesday,
Aug. 9, 1995, at 650 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Bethany Baptist Church, New Concord. Born
/tag. 24, 1928, in Mansfield. Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
Dennis Cunningham and Flora Eldridge Cunningham.
Also preceding her in death were her first husband, Clyde Rust; one
daughter, Carolyn Rust Hutchens; one son, Jerry Rust; one grandson,
Jerry Wayne Rust; one sister, Mrs. Ruby Woods; three brothers, Odell
Cunningham. Edwin (Pod) Cunningham and Eston Cunningham.
Survivors include her husband, Russell Parker; one daughter, Mrs.
Jeannie Hutson and husband, Butch, Hazel; five grandchildren, Pamela Haley, Terry Batey, Roger Hutson, Shane Rust and Johnny Rust;
live great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Friday.

BRANDY ROBERTS in 1994

Former school chief
elected commissioner
FALLS OF ROUGH, Ky.(AP)
— The former state school superintendent of Louisiana today was
selected Kentucky's new commissioner of education.
Wilmer E. Cody, 58, was
among 55 applicants considered
by the Kentucky Board of Education, board members said.
Cody was interviewed by the
board on Tuesday at Rough River
State Resort Park. Also interviewed was Vermont Education
Commissioner Richard Mills, but
he was hired on Wednesday for
the same position in New York.
Cody was forced out of his
position as Louisiana's school
superintendent in 1992, when
Gov. Edwin Edwards took office.
Board Chairman Joseph Kelly
is to negotiate a contract with
Cody. Former Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen was
paid about $132,000 per year.
Boysen, who was Kentucky's
first appointed education chief,
resigned effective June 30 to join
a private foundation in Californi-
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Mrs. Mary Rust Parker

Brandy Marie Roberts
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